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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dr Colin Prosser

I am writing this having just returned from attending the gain exposure to the GA. Something else which may be of
GA Annual Conference in Dorset, Jurassic Coast – Geoscience interest to members is the recently produced powerpoint
and education. Those I spoke to, of the 120 delegates slide pack that introduces the GA. This will be added to our
present, thoroughly enjoyed the conference, finding both the website and can be used, tailored and embellished by anyone
talks from experts at the forefront of science and education wishing to give a talk about the GA and its work. Thanks go
relevant to the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site, and the to Nick Pierpoint for taking the initiative and putting this
field trips, to be both stimulating and very enjoyable. The together. There are of course numerous people and groups
trips to Kimmeridge Bay, the amazing Etches Collection at the making a great contribution every day to the working of the
newly opened Museum of Jurassic Marine Life, and to GA and I want to use space here to periodically recognise
some of our unsung heroes. This
Portland, were expertly led by
time around, I would like to
Simon Penn, Steve Etches and
highlight the contribution of those
Alan Holiday respectively, and
who take the minutes for
blessed with good weather. A
meetings, whether it is in Local
great benefit of moving the
Groups, Affiliated Societies or
Annual Conference around the
Council. It’s an important role but
country is that it draws in
one that is rarely recognised to
different members, groups and
the extent it should be. I would
partners depending on where it
also like to highlight the work
is held. This year, my thanks
being done by those that organise
go to the Jurassic Coast World
speakers and field trips. Without
Heritage Site Team (especially
those that do this the GA could
Anjana Ford and Sam Scriven)
not function as it does. I know
and Natural England (Jonathan
that Mick Oates and Geoff Swann
Larwood) as well as GA
who work very hard putting
members and staff nationally
together the Burlington House
and locally who between them
Friday lectures and the national
put on a great conference.
Figure 1: With Past-President Rory Mortimore
programme
of
field
trips
Thanks to Elsevier too, who
and conference organisers Anjana Ford &
respectively,
are
always
looking
sponsored the conference for
Jonathan Larwood
for good and willing speakers and
the 7th year running. With the
Jurassic Coast WHS now 15 years old, it is about to transition field leaders so do contact them with offers or suggestions.
from local government to an independent trust and we wish
them well with this. Next year’s Annual Conference, Climate,
past, present and future, will be held in Cardiff, 21-22
October, 2017.
Having experienced the ‘Leave Vote’ and a change of Prime
Minister in my first few weeks as President, it’s great to see
that the GA just keeps on going and there are plenty of things
happening thanks to the very committed individuals and
groups which continue to plan, organise and lead the many
activities that make the GA what it is. Very unfortunately,
however, we have had to cancel next year’s planned trip to
the USA due to the current unfavourable exchange rates and
I am sorry for the obvious disappointment.
By the time you read this, the 2016 Festival of Geology,
which I hope will have been a great success, will have taken
place, and my thanks go to Susan Brown, Sarah Stafford,
Geraldine Marshall and everyone else involved in organising,
supporting and attending it. Meanwhile, GA convenors
Rebecca Bell, Liam Gallagher, Simon Gozzard, Roger Lloyd,
Lucía Pérez Diaz and Nick Pierpoint continue to plan our GA
Student Symposium, ‘Geology and societal change: what
difference does your research make?’ scheduled for 19 May,
2017 and kindly supported by the Geological Society. This will
provide a platform for students to present their research and

The GA has always played a role in geoconservation and in
promoting geology to the general public and with this in mind
it was a privilege to attend the 7th International Conference
on UNESCO Global Geoparks, held in Torquay in September.
The Conference was a great success with over 700 delegates
from 63 countries, including representatives of approximately
120 UNESCO Global Geoparks, all willing to learn and to
share experience of conserving and promoting geology for
social and economic gain. The GA stall, manned by Paul and
Sue Olver, and shared with David Cropp of the Geovillages
initiative, provided the chance to expose a new international
audience to the GA. Applications from the Black Country and
Lochaber to join the Global Geopark Network will be decided
upon in April 2017.
Finally it was wonderful to see the GA’s pioneering role
welcoming women into science recognized in a recent article
in the Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/science
/blog/2016/oct/20/we-must-highlight-these-trowel-blazersand-inspire-tomorrows-women-scientists. It was pleasing
too, that photographs from the GA Carreck Archive were used
to illustrate the point. We have a proud history! I hope you
all have a Happy Christmas and return refreshed to enjoy
your GA Calendar for 2017 and the programme of activities
that awaits.
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REPORT FROM COUNCIL

By: Diana Clements

As the year draws to a close the GA begins to plan for the
next one. Please find our ‘Green Card’ listing the activities
planned for 2017 with further detail in the Circular. Of
particular note is our new venture of a GA Student
Symposium on 19 May supported by the Geological Society
(see President’s Report and advertisement for more details).
The symposium is aimed at students but there will be limited
places offered to GA members. We hope that some of you
may wish to attend to learn about new initiatives from the

Festival. It was well attended and we appreciate this
opportunity to meet the representatives. It is also an
opportunity for us to highlight events during the past year
and those in the pipe line. A joint meeting is being planned in
Birmingham either in 2017 or 2018. John Cosgrove updated
us on the consultation on radioactive waste. The details are
being scrutinised by the British Geological Survey, the
Geological Society and other august bodies and John
responded to the consultation asking that the GA be informed
of further outcomes which we
will then pass onto our local
groups. As an adjunct John
suggested the GA and our
groups should officially keep an
open mind on fracking and
should encourage people to seek
out facts before reaching an
opinion. A new initiative arose
under any other business: the
suggestion that the GA provides
links on our website to adult
geology courses being run across
the country. This is something
we can take forward and it would
be useful to hear from our
members of any courses that
Figure 1: Joint field trip to Loch Lomond of the GA and Geological Society of
you are aware of to add to the
Scotland. 2 October 2016. Photo Terry Keenan.
links.
next generation of geologists. There is a link to the booking
For more years than we can remember the GA Festival (and
form on the GA website:
its predecessor the GA Reunion) has taken place in University
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/conferences.html College, London. It is a hugely successful event and for that
Council has been working on the wording for a new award we owe a debt of gratitude to our colleagues at UCL. After
to be called the President’s Medal which will need to be Eric Robinson’s retirement, Wendy Kirk was our link for many
approved by members at a Special General Meeting to be years and she has done a remarkable job overseeing all the
held before the Lecture on Friday 6 January 2017. We have finer details and getting students involved with the running.
taken the opportunity of tweaking some of our other awards Wendy retired in the summer and Ruth Siddall and Charlotte
to make them more practicable. Full details are on p. 15-16. Pike ably took over the task. This year there was more
It is the time of year to ask for nominations for our existing involvement from UCL with a number of exciting events for
awards: the Halstead Medal and the Halstead Award and visitors. I am sure both institutions benefited from the
nominations for new council members to be elected at the increased access. Last year the lecture theatre was unable to
accommodate everyone who wanted to attend and so we
Annual General Meeting in May. Full details are on p. 16.
I was privileged to go on the GA museum trip to Glasgow hired the larger Darwin Lecture Theatre instead. Although
at the end of September, organised by David and Ann Bone. this involved stepping outside the building, the route was
For our Field Trip they contacted the Glasgow Geological through Malet Place with the UCL activities. Everyone seemed
Society, one of our Affiliated Societies, who arranged a to find the theatre and was able to be seated. Many thanks
superb joint trip to Loch Lomond led by Chris Burton. to all those who made the 2016 Festival such a big success.
Apparently the GA last went on a joint trip with them in 1906! Full details of the Festival and the winners of the
It worked beautifully and we hope we won’t have to wait over Photographic competition can be found on pp. 5-8 and 34. We
one hundred years until the next venture. We would welcome are very grateful to Gerald Lucy for putting so much effort
more joint trips with our Local Groups and Affiliated Societies. into our Photographic Competition. We hope you will enjoy
Many thanks to all involved and particularly to David and Ann the 2017 calendar selected from the 2016 entries and from
who have been organising these superb museum trips since our archives. If you were unable to purchase one at the GA
2000. During that time we have also visited museums in Festival you can order through the GA website or from the
Brussels, Paris, Leiden, Dublin, Belfast, Frankfurt, Berlin, office.
With best wishes for the Festive Season from the GA
Copenhagen, Vienna and Lisbon. I have been on all of them.
As usual the GA hosted a meeting for our Local Groups and Council and look forward to seeing you at events in 2017.
Affiliated Societies on the Friday afternoon before the
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GA Festival of Geology 2016

Photos by John Cooper

The annual GA Festival is our Flagship event and we were
delighted to see so many visitors at University College
London again. Many were familiar faces but there were a
large number unfamiliar, partly because UCL organised some
of their own outreach events in parallel. They ran talks from
their PhD students on the work they are doing and their
GeoBus was on hand so that visitors could see what UCL has
on offer for schools across London. The Institute of Making
was a-buzz with all sorts of hands on activities including flint
knapping, soft material carving, obsidian mirrors and
magnetic sand UCL students helped in other ways; as in
previous years many of them acted as stewards and helped
in the preparation and putting away of the stalls. The student
Greenough Club cake stall was a favourite, particularly the
geodes made from icing sugar and coloured sugar crystals.
We are indebted to UCL for their marvellous facilities and in
particular the huge input from staff members. For many years
Wendy Kirk has been our link but she retired in July and we
send our best wishes to her. We thank Ruth Siddall and
Charlotte Pike for taking over Wendy’s role and for
overcoming with a smile the many challenges that the job
entailed.
Ruth also ran the Building Stones walk for us. This year she
took a group of about 20 round the School of Medicine on the
other side of Gower Street. This red brick and terracotta
building, designed by Alfred Waterhouse will be familiar to

Figure 1: All action in the Institute of Making

Figure 2: Microscope fun in the
Rockwatch Discovery Room
anyone who spent time as a patient at UCH but the stone we
were to see was not on show in its hospital days as all the
magnificent stonework was covered by wooden panelling or
linoleum. It has now been superbly renovated and it was a
real treat for us to be shown round by Ruth with her expert
knowledge of the stones. Unfortunately no photography was
permitted in the building.
Last year we had a problem with people being turned away
from lectures as they were so popular. This year we decided
to hold them in the larger Darwin Lecture Theatre where
everyone could be seated comfortably. Although it meant
venturing outside from the basement it had the advantage of
passing the UCL activities in Malet Place which were much
appreciated by many of our visitors. Dr Howard Falcon Lang
gave a superb talk on Marie Stopes. It was a revelation to
many that her career began as a palaeobotanist. This was
followed by a double-act from Sarah Butterworth and
Professor Joe Cain (UCL) on the Crystal Palace Dinosaurs and
the Iguanodon Restaurant; Art for Public Engagement. Sarah
brought along some of her artwork for people to see, inspired
by Waterhouse Hawkins’ and Owen’s New Year’s Eve 1853
dinner inside the belly of the model Iguanodon at Crystal
Palace. Sarah has recreated the model (quite literally), to
tour round to help families and school children understand
and enjoy geology and palaeontology. Joe is such an
enthusiast about the Great Exhibition of 1851 and the first
theme park of dinosaurs at Crystal Palace that his talk
succeeded in encouraging visitors to sign up for the Festival
trip on the Sunday. Jim Richards followed with a talk on Gold
Rush: Prospecting and Small Scale Mining for God and
Diamonds in the Present Day. He enthused his audience,
young and old, with his many exciting stories as an
exploration geologist.
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GA Festival of Geology 2016 (continued)

Figure 3: Prof. Iain Stewart at the GA Stand

The GA’s core business lies with its groups and the Festival
provides an opportunity for us all to come together. For many
this remains the highlight: the meeting of old friends, the
exchange of ideas for trips and activities and the networking.
Interspersed among the attractive stalls of our groups were
old stalwarts such as Joe Collins and his crabs and Stuart
Barldwin and his books. This year Joe had an eclectic mix of
‘crab memorabilia’ on display and Stuart attracted many to
his stall by offering all the books for just £1. John Henry came
with his 19th Century Geological Maps and the BGS had a
stall with newer versions. Several traders had stalls
advertising their books and trips and Dr Quartz, Dr Dinosaur,
Earth’s Wonders and the Rock Gallery laid out tempting
minerals and fossils for purchase. The Bee Mine were selling
jewellery. We were pleased to see the Geological Society, the
Natural History Museum Advisory Service and the Birkbeck
Alumni represented. The GA has a new initiative School
Rocks! aimed at sending boxes of rocks, fossils and minerals
into schools; the Festival provided a good platform to
advertise it and learn of new contacts as well as receive
contributions of specimens from members. The GA stand sold
second-hand geology books donated by members and as
usual sold many of our own Guides. The 2017 calendar sold
well and can still be purchased through the GA website.
As well as our colleagues in UCL the GA would like to thank
our own team of Susan Brown, Sarah Stafford and Geraldine
Marshall for the huge amount of effort that goes into the
Festival. It is well worth it and we thank all of you who were
able to attend, particularly all of you who brought along your
own exhibitions. On this day to remember (5 November) – it
all went with a sparkle!

He had a stand selling the book and many visitors were
seen clutching it. Professor Iain Stewart rounded off the talks
with Sustainable Geoscience – Geology for Global
Development. The talk picked up some really important
issues facing the world today and Iain’s approach ensured
that the arguments he presented were accessible to all. Iain
always attracts a big crowd and we are indebted to him for
returning to talk to us year after year.
The Discovery Room of activities for
children was once again held in a
large, robust tent in the Quad. It is
always heartening to see so many
families enjoying a day out together.
The Kent Geologists’ Group set up
their microscopes as in previous years
– always a popular activity, and
Rockwatch was kept very busy with
fossil plaster casting and other
activities including fossil handling and
identification which delighted children
and adults, especially as Rockwatch
members were marvellous explainers!
There was also stone carving
provided by Stonecraft, for people to
try which was very popular. This year
the GA Photographic Competition
entries were displayed in the
Discovery Tent and Dino China was a
new addition with ceramic fruit and
vegetables as well as dinosaurs on
sale. The UK Onshore Geophysical
Figure 4: Investigating Portland [‘Roach’] Stone...
Library was on hand to demonstrate
the work it is involved with.
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the face at Gilbert’s Pit. In April this year that aim was finally
achieved and now we are hoping that the facility will be used
by geology groups, local groups, schools and universities. By
making it one of the GA trips it seemed a good way of
Walks 6th November
promoting it. It is the only place where the Lambeth Group
can be seen within Greater London and for that reason it is
Trip 1. Building Stones in the Lothbury area of the designated an SSSI.
The trip began at Charlton Railway Station and walked past
City led by Diana Smith
the Great Pit (or Ballast Pit), largely quarried for chalk. It is
Write-up and photograph Alan Wilson (OU student)
This walk set off from the Royal Exchange on a beautifully still just possible to see a small amount of the chalk face at
clear, crisp morning although being in the City with narrow the quarry edge behind the flats. The rest of the large pit is
streets and tall buildings it was bitterly cold away from the filled with the Charlton Athletic Stadium. At Gilbert’s Pit
Jackie talked to the group about the Lambeth
Group and the problems of encountering it
when tunnelling through London. Then we
divided in to 3 groups to go round in carousel
fashion. Jackie took one group to the top of
the steps to examine the very different
sediments to be seen in the Upnor, Reading
and Woolwich Formations that make up the
Lambeth Group. She was assisted by
members of the London Geodiversity
Partnership who headed up the other two
groups, one to look from the bottom at the
spectacular cliff face on the south face that
also reveals the Thanet Sand beneath the
Lambeth Group, the other climbed the steps
at the north end of the pit with a view point
over the Thames and then walked along the
ridge at the top to examine the exposure of
Figure 1: Lothbury Sandstone & Portland Stone
Blackheath pebbles.
Two students from Portsmouth University joined the trip as
sun. We started off by looking at the composition of the
granite base to the Royal Exchange building, and at the soon- they were doing a project on the Lambeth Group. We were
to-become ubiquitous Portland Stone of the main facade. delighted that one of them had already arranged access to
Diana’s walks are always extremely informative as she tells the exposure to draw it; this was a return visit. We were also
something of the history as well as the building stones. She very pleased that two local primary teachers attended. At our
was a school teacher as well as a tutor for the Open Open Day in July Ashleigh Marsh volunteered to put a pack
University and her aim is to make people look and work out together for schools encompassing local history and
for themselves what they are looking at. After noting the engineering as well as the geology. She was able to talk in
Livery company crests outside the Royal Exchange we moved depth to the teachers and we hope to have the pack available
on the Drapers' Hall to contrast the granite used there. Some soon. In the meantime the London Geodiversity Partnership
of the locations were thwarted by cranes and film crews website will shortly host downloadable details of the pit for
taking advantage of the quiet on a Sunday but an alternative any visitors.

GA Festival of Geology 2016

route was found as we made our way to 7
Lothbury to see the contrasting sandstone and
Portland Stone. Down Old Jewry we admired
the gabbros, and the Dutch-style brickwork in
Ironmonger's Lane and the felsic granite of
the modern Mercer's Hall. The walk finished
off at the Guildhall courtyard where we saw
the more local Kentish Ragstone of the 15th
Century Guildhall, and the slate paving in the
courtyard marking the perimeter of the
Roman Amphitheatre.
Trip 2. To see the newly-conserved
exposures at Gilbert’s Pit Charlton
led by Jackie Skipper, text Diana
Clements
The London Geodiversity Partnership have
been working for many years with the Royal
Borough of Greenwich, Natural England and
GCG to provide access to the geological
interest of the Lambeth Group near the top of

Figure 2: Charlton steps launch with Cllr. Fahy May 2016
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GA Festival of Geology 2016

Walks 6th November (continued)

Access needs to be arranged through the park rangers:
parks@royalgreenwich.gov.uk Telephone 020 8856 0100
A more detailed description of the geology is available in
the GA London Guide (68), Itinerary 6, which can be
purchased electronically via the GA website.for £1.60.
Trip 3. The Crystal Palace Dinosaurs - Bringing
Extinct Worlds to Life led by Ellinor Michel and Anthony
Lewis of the Friends of the Crystal Palace Dinosaurs.
This was a very special trip to visit the Crystal Palace
Dinosaurs as the group was taken onto the Secondary Island
providing a rare chance to see the conservation work close
and personal that has begun on this Grade One Historic
Monument. Ellinor and Anthony guided the group around the
Victorian tableaux, bringing
extinct worlds to life as well as
telling us about the plans that
the Friends of the Crystal
Palace Dinosaurs have for
conservation and interpreting
the beasts. They tell a dynamic
story of how science, art,
engineering and history all
come together to form our
vision of past worlds and
current geology.
More
information
on
‘Geological Illustrations’ at
Crystal Palace can be found in
the GA London Guide (68),
Itinerary 8, which can be
purchased electronically via the
GA website for £1.60.
There are also links to the
current work on the Crystal

Palace
Dinosaurs
webpage
&
social
media:
http://cpdinosaurs.org/;www.facebook.com/CPdinos
;https://twitter.com/cpdinosaurs
with accompanying films: The Lost Valley of London - 4.5
minutes of great - and hilariously camp - intro to the CPDs
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkPrTh_JFTA&feature=y
outube;
51
second
version
can
be
found
at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwkw1JGr6g4
The Seven Deadly Agents of Destruction - 7 minutes of
animated fun on conservation, would you believe it!
http://cpdinosaurs.org/library/1582

Figure 3: The group at
Crystal Palace;
by David Vallade

We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association:
Elected September 2016 - November 2016
Paul Angel
Cathryn Earl
Naima Harman
Ursula Lawrence
Anastasi Polymeni
Matthew Saker-Clark
Ruth Warden

Rehemet Bhatia
Joshua Evans
Tegan Havard
Joseph Mayman
Paul Pratsides
Kurt Sickelmore
Alan Wilson

Jonathon Cooper
Roy Gill
Ian Hudson
James Mills
Nadia Narayan
Nicholas Smith
Russell Yeomans

Nick Davidson
David Hammond
David Kossoff
Guy Moody
Simon Quinn
Richard Smith

Sherri Donaldson
Madeleine Hann
Jeroen Kuthe
Robyn Pointer
Kirsten Richard
Rebecca Stamp

Deaths
During the past three months we have been made aware of, and are sad to report, the death of the following members:
Jason Hails

Dee Duckett

Terry Melrose

Please notify us of any members that have died that you are aware of. We are always keen for short obituaries and/or a
photograph - so if you feel you would like to write one, please get in touch with the office.
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Evening lecture:

The geology of the Chilterns and the potential
implications of HS2

October 2016

By Dr. Haydon Bailey
What is chalk?
Chalk is a biogenic rock made up of the
skeletal remains of a number of different
animals and plants including inoceramid
bivalves,
brachipods,
ammonites,
bryozoans,
sponges,
echinoids,
foraminifera and coccoliths, together with
flint.
The Cretaceous period was unusual in
having a global greenhouse climate with
sea surface temperatures of about 2223oC, possibly reaching the mid-30s by
the end of Cretaceous time. There was
major flooding of continental shelves and
sea levels were extremely high. There
were fewer continental sediments coming
into the system with clear sea water with a
low Mg/Ca ratio, resulting in an abundance
of coccolithophores, marine algae living in
coccospheres, the plates of which
disintegrate and fall to the sea floor.
Initially, the chalk was a coccolith and
foraminiferal ooze.
What does it look like in the Chilterns?
The speaker was fortunate enough to be able to examine
the excavations for the cut and cover tunnel on the A505
Baldock Bypass, which exposed the basal part of the White
Chalk Group (formerly the Middle Chalk), with occasional
lines of flint, marl seams and hard grounds. There is some
iron staining of the chalk, representing the remains of
sponges, with the silica having gone from the skeleton into
solution, eventually to form flints, though there are not many
flints in this section. Those that are there frequently follow
burrow systems and there are Zoophycus feeding traces,
Planolites trace fossils and Thalassinoides burrow fills. The
development of hard grounds represents old sea floor
surfaces, with 4 or 5 occurring in this section. The Chalk Rock
is extremely important in understanding the area, with
inoceramids and ammonites associated.
Reed Quarry in north Hertfordshire has an orange-stained
mineralised Top Rock unit with the Reed Marl (equivalent of
the Caburn Marl in Sussex) below. The Top Rock sequence is
the uppermost hard ground and regionally formed the base
for quarrying for lime in the overlying White Chalk.
The excavation of the Aston Rowant cutting on the M40 was
responsible for the formation of the Chiltern Society by
residents opposed to it. Chalk geologists naturally had a
slightly different view of the cutting, in which the Chalk Rock
and the Top Rock were well exposed.
The Chalk Rock hard ground system can be followed right
along the Chilterns and there is considerable variation in the
thickness within the sequence and beneath it. The Chalk Rock
is at the top of the face at Kensworth Quarry and caps the
Chilterns, one of the reasons they are there as hills. The
Chalk Rock is part of the Lewes Nodular Chalk, which overlies
the New Pit Marly Chalk, in which free silica is adsorbed onto
the clay minerals resulting in a low frequency of flints.
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Chalk
and
the
case
of
the
disappearing River Misbourne
The speaker had been a member of the
Chiltern Society since about 2000 when he
responded to a questionnaire about
member’s skills by admitting, despite his
father’s advice never to volunteer, that he
was a chalk specialist. He was asked by
the Society’s Rivers and Wetlands Group to
look at the River Misbourne and determine
why it keeps disappearing. Fortunately,
the BGS had revised the Beaconsfield
sheet in the mid-1990s, which covers the
Misbourne valley.
The upper part of the valley is on New Pit
Marly Chalk and the river flows happily
along over this formation but downstream
it flows over rocks higher in the sequence
of the Lewes Nodular Chalk, which is quite
porous and fractured.
The river
disappears upstream of the mill at Chalfont
St Giles. He reported surprise that the
river is there at all in view of the
permeable nature of the underlying rocks. The valley also
crosses the Beaconsfield Gravels, as seen at Springfield Pit
near Beaconsfield. These are Quaternary outwash gravels
from the proto-Thames before its diversion southwards
during the Anglian glaciation, with the ice-dammed lake at
that time spilling over to form the Colne river valley, which
empties southwards into the Thames. The impact of human
usage of the water also has an effect.
HS2
In 2009, the speaker was appointed Geological Adviser for
the whole of the Chiltern Society and in April 2010, the
Government announced the alternative routes for HS2, the
high-speed rail link between Euston and Birmingham, with
the preferred route being straight up the Misbourne valley.
Clive Edmonds of Peter Brett Associates was commissioned
by Aylesbury and Chiltern District Councils to carry out a
study of the route and identified possible faults on each of the
tributary valleys to the Misbourne. These are not shown on
the BGS map because the absence of exposures means they
cannot easily be seen. Edmonds’ earlier work (1983) also
shows the density of solution features in this section of the
Chalk to be quite high at 21-30 features per 100km2, and
many more have been identified since.
The draft environmental statement was issued for
consultation in 7 volumes in total and examination of the
Dunsmore, Wendover and Halton section flagged up
concerns. For example, there was a major error in the
stratigraphy as the Gault Clay and Upper Greensand were
stated to be above the Chalk and this cast serious doubt
about the accuracy of other parts of the document as it had
clearly not been prepared (or proof-read) by someone with
geological expertise.
While tunnelling through the chalk would be relatively easy,
a surface railway does not affect the water system but a
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tunnel might. The tunnel is there only for amenity, to protect
the landscape of the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. The Upper Chalk is a good aquifer, with flints
common, the Middle Chalk is a moderate aquifer with fewer
flints and the Lower Chalk is a non-aquifer with no flints. The
Chiltern Society therefore suggested that the tunnel take a
deeper line through the Lower Chalk to avoid any potential
impact on the water system.
The route was subsequently changed to meander across
the Misbourne valley to avoid public water sources. At
Chalfont St Giles, the current route crosses the valley directly
beneath the village, as opposed to the earlier route 150m to
the north. The existing Cherry Acre borehole (M9) shows flint
gravel resting on weathered Upper Chalk then solid Chalk and
Chalk Rock. The weathered chalk has been broken up by river

and periglacial activity and extends down to 16m depth, with
a maximum of 3.6m of competent chalk above the crown of
the tunnel. This raises the possibility that the River Misbourne
could potentially disappear and the risk of ground collapse
close to Chalfont St. Giles, which has in the past suffered
subsidence events from sinkholes in chalk. The ‘powers that
be’ need to remain mindful of potential damage to the aquifer
during construction, aesthetic loss of the existing river and
the possibility of pollution of the Seaford Chalk aquifer, which
is the primary source of water for the north-west Home
Counties area.

Dr David Brook OBE

Field excursion to Swaddywell Pit, near Peterborough
;ǁŝƚŚĂŶŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇƚŽǀŝƐŝƚƉŽĞƚ:ŽŚŶůĂƌĞ͛ƐĐŽƚƚĂŐĞͿ
Saturday 11th March 2017
Details to be confirmed, but put the date in your diary now.
Swaddywell Pit has exposures of
Lincolnshire Limestone and the
Grantham Formation, and showcases
current-bedding, pipe faults and drag
folding along the exposed TinwellMarholm fault.

If you wish to be kept informed, please
register your interest by emailing
Naomi.Stevenson@naturalengland.org.uk

Geo-East in conjunction with the GA
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ROCKS ROUTES &
SHOOTS VISITS THE
VA L L E Y O F F L O W E RS
W H AT
WHEN
WHERE

STUDY THE GEOLOGY OF
T H E W O R L D ’S G R E AT E S T
M O U N TA I N C H A I N

$JURXSWRXUOHGE\+HDWKHU.HOO\
-RKQ0DFJLOOLYUD\
WKWRWK-XO\
,QGLDQ+LPDOD\DV
Are yyo
ou a keen walker with a sense of
adventure?? W
Wo
ould you like to explore the area
of the high Himalayas around the V
Vaalley of
'MPXFST/BUJPOBM1BSLJO6UUFSBLIBOE $PNF
with us on this exciting trip.

We will see some dramatic geology and visit
the headwa
w ters of one of the Ganges’ main
tributariess at Badrinath as well as trekking
from Ghovindghat to the Va
Valley of Flowers,
famous fr
from mountaineer
e Frank Smythe’s book of the same
name. The only way to acccess the V
Vaalley of Flowers is on ffo
oot
so you need to be comffortable walking distances of up to 14
km per day fo
for fo
four days,, whilst carrying your own clothing
BOEQFSTPOBMFČFDUT BUBMUJUVEFTPGUPN

W H AT
WHEN
WHERE

$JHRORJ\ÀHOGWULSOHGE\
'U'DQQ\&ODUN/RZHV
WKWRQG2FWREHU
$QQDSXUQDDUHDRI1HSDO+LPDOD\D

Dr Danny Clark-Lowes is a geologistt,
educated at Cambridge and London
univerrsities, who has given industry training
courses
e on geology at locations throu
ughout
the world, as well as publishing scientific
papers and books. He is also a mountaineer who has
climbed in the Swiss Alps and in the Himalaya. He will lead
this tour to Nepal wh
hich will look at aspects of the geology
and geography of the spectacular Himalaya, and will help
participants achieve an understanding of how mountain
belts and their associiated rock types are created through
plate movements. Although ffo
ocusing primarily on geology,
the history, culture and religious beliefs of the region will
also be studied. We
We will...
t5SBWFMPONPVOUBJOSPBETPČFSJOHTQMFOEJEWJFXTPGTPNF
of the higgh
hest moun
ntains of the Himalaya
t6OEFSUBLFUSFLTJOCFBVUJGVMWBMMFZT QBSUJDVMBSMZBMPOH
the Kaligandaki river, wh
where geological exposures are
dramatic and the flo
fl ra so beloved of Victorian collectors is
indigenous
t4UBZBUHPPEIPUFMTBOEIPTUFMTBOEFOKPZMPDBMDVJTJOF
This trip is suitable ffo
or amateur geologists, those with an
interest in learning some geology and those who simply
FOKPZCFJOHJOUIFNPVOUBJOT.PTUEBZTUIFSFXJMMCF
TPNFXBMLJOHBOEUIFPQQPSUVOJUZXJMMCFPČFSFE GPSUIPTF
wishing, to undertake a number of day-long treks.

Full details of itineraries, costs and how to book both these tourrs are aava
vailable at

www.indusexperiences.co.u
uk/earthsciences
e
E: holidays@indusexperiences.co.uk T:

elite
Indus T
Tours
ours & T
Travel
ravel Limited V
VA
AT No. 788 0668 73
5HJLVWHUHGLQ(QJODQG1R5HJLVWHUHG2IÀFH&LW\5RDG/RQGRQ(&9/5
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TRAVEL
V GROUPP
WINNER

ABT
TA No. W5240

Best Specialist Destination Operator
rator 2012
Best Specialist Destination Operator
rator 2011
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GA Building Stones Walk: Canary Wharf

Leader: Ruth Siddall

21st June, 2016

By: Susan Jacobs, photographs Diana Clements

visible fossil brachiopods and
crinoids.
Leaving the park, we crossed the
road to Number 40 Bank Street,
which is clad in a cream-coloured
garnet-bearing granitoid rock from
Brazil. The rock is a coarse-grained,
weakly foliated granite with large
yellow feldspars, quartz, biotite and
garnets up to 1cm in diameter. The
rock is termed a “Giallo”, (Yellow)
because the iron compounds
weather to a yellow colour.
At
ground level the panels, not to be
outdone, are of a spectacular green
migmatite, from the Campo Bello
metamorphic zone of Brazil.
We returned to Reuter's Square
for a closer look at the Thomson
Reuter's building. This is clad in
marble, but not as we know it! This
is the Cherokee Marble from
Georgia, USA. It is a coarse-grained
Cambrian rock, full of fossils shell
Figure 1: Admiring Belgian Carboniferous Limestone in Jubilee Park
fragments, with large crystals of
dolomite and mica, and is thus more
A view of Canary Wharf from a distance might well give the resistant to weathering than the pure white Carrara Marble,
impression that it is built of concrete, and steel and clad in with which we are more accustomed.
glass, so a field trip to look at stone might be unproductive.
However, on closer examination one finds that the buildings
are clad in several unusual rocks,
some of which are even used for
paving in the public areas.
At the time that Canary Wharf was
built, the British decorative stone
industry was in decline due largely
to increased costs in the face of
cheap imported stone from the Far
East. Also many of the buildings
were designed by architects from
the USA who were inclined to
specify American cladding stones
with which they were familiar.
Midsummer's
evening
was
thankfully dry when around twenty
of us convened outside the
Underground entrance, in Reuter's
Square. There were a lot of people
about, on their way home, so we
quickly adjourned to nearby Jubilee
Park. This area has been pleasantly
landscaped with water features and
a dry-stone walling effect of
Carboniferous Limestone, but not as
we know it! This is a blue-grey
Figure 2: Ruth explaining granite from Brazil. Sue Jacobs in the background
oolitic limestone from Belgium, with
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Round the corner, the Post Office building in Chancellor
Passage was clad with a Jurassic Limestone from Bavaria,
which had lots of fossils ammonites, belemnites, sponges and
reef worms.

difficult, but we were able to identify large fossil nummulites
on the side edges. The paving was of the Porkkale granite.
Number 1 Cabot Square was clad with a similar limestone,
which is a Jura Marble from Bavaria, contrasting with a black

Figure 3: The group in Cabot Square
Opposite the entrance to Cabot Place was a building with
columns of a green granite from Saudi Arabia, (It's not all
sand and oil out there then!) The upper parts of the entrance
to Cabot Place Mall are clad in something we did recognise –
Westmorland Green Slate, which is metamorphosed
Ordovician volcanic sediments, which exhibit bedding
structures. The ground floor is clad with a striking yellowbrown sandstone from Ohio, with liesegang banding of iron
concretions.
We walked along to Cabot Square, which has a fountain at
its centre which falls into a circular trough formed of a dark
granite known as Blaubrun, from the blue opaline quartz and
the brown orthoclase feldspars, together with biotite. It is
quarried around Flivik in Sweden, and much is shipped to
Germany. There are four little buildings in the square,
housing plant and machinery, which are clad with a limestone
from Indiana, a calcarenite with bryzoa in evidence. Even the
paving in these places is exotic! Here it is a Brazilian banded
pink and grey othogneiss, with pegmatites and some large
augen feldspars. Number 25 Cabot Square was built for
Morgan Stanley, and the exterior is clad with pink Porkkala
Granite from Finland. This is a coarse-grained granite with
large pink ovoid phenocrysts of feldspar, which have irregular
shapes and some have a ring of white feldspar in a
groundmass of white feldspar, grey quartz and biotite, and
exhibits foliation. It was intruded along a fault line. This is a
“rapakivi” granite, which means broken rock in Finnish, and
is related to the brown rapakivi granite seen elsewhere. The
interior of the arcade is clad with a limestone which has been
bush hammered on the surface, making identification
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dolerite from the USA known as Jet Mist. It is an
orthopyroxene-rich dolerite, streaked with more felsic
plagioclase-rich gabbros and anorthosites, and looks very
fine polished. It is also used for paving.
In Columbus Courtyard the Credit Suisse building is clad in
a green migmatite, previously seen at 40 Bank Street. It is
from the Candeias Gneiss of the Campo Belo Metamorphic
Complex in the Minas Gerais state of Brazil and is 2.75 billion
years old. It is an orthopyroxene bearing granodiorite. The
areas round the fountains were paved with black dolerite
from Zimbabwe and pink “Rosso” and grey Sardinian granite.
The last and most spectacular rock we encountered was at
the exit from Columbus Courtyard, cladding number 11
Westferry Circus. The foundations are clad in a Charnockite.
This is a very coarse-grained, dark bronzy-green variety of
granitoid, which contains pyroxene and garnet in addition to
quartz, feldspar and mica. The feldspars are megacrysts of
microcline, up to 10cm across, of a beautiful shade of bluegreen. This rock was intruded 565 million years ago into the
Ribeira Belt of Brazil.
A fitting point at which to end a tour of spectacular rocks
cladding amazing buildings.
With thanks to Ruth Siddall for all her research which made
the walk possible, and information downloaded from her
Website “Urban Geology in London No 32”. There are now 35
itineraries on the Urban Geology website. Ruth has also
recently launched an app. (sponsored by the Curry Fund) to
accompany her Urban Geology website where searchable
details of individual buildings can be obtained via an
interactive map: www.londonpavementgeology.co.uk.
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GA RULE CHANGES
Council is pleased to announce another new award, the
President’s Medal (see details below). The suggested
regulations have been approved by the GA Council and
need to be adopted by the Membership at a special
general meeting. Other minor amendments to existing
Awards are included in the proposed changes to the
Rules & Regulations.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE
GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION
This is to give notice that there will be a Special
General Meeting of the Geologists’ Association at 6 pm on
Friday 6th January 2017 at Burlington House, London
Agenda
To revise the Rules & Regulations of the Geologists’
Association (details below)
1. New Award
2. Changes in deadlines for nominations
3. Changes in requirement to be a GA member for 6
months before applying for a research award
GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION PROPOSED
REGULATION CHANGES TO THE RULES &
REGULATIONS PUBLISHED 3rd July 2015
1. NEW AWARD
PRESIDENT’S MEDAL
1. The objective of the award is to acknowledge a longservice contribution to the administration and benefit of
the Geologists’ Association (GA).
2. The awarding panel shall comprise the current
President and Senior Vice President of the GA, and at
least two former Presidents.
3. The recipient shall be a Member of the GA
4. The award may be made annually, although this is
at the discretion of the awarding panel.
5. The award is for extended work of merit connected
with the GA. It is not desirable to limit the interpretation
of this rule to work done in any special area or in any
special branch of geology; it can be widely applied to
cover all administrative duties undertaken by members
of the GA.
6. The award may be given to two or more Members in
any one year.
7. There will be no financial award; thus, Trustees are
eligible under Charity Commission rules.
8. Nominations for the award will be made by members
the awarding panel. The current President shall invite
other members of the panel to nominate suitable
candidates for the award, suggested names to be given
to the President not later than January 15th. Then, the
award will be notified to the General Secretary and the
Medals and Awards Panel at the February meeting of
Council, and presented at the AGM in May.
2. CHANGES TO DEADLINES FOR NOMINATIONS
FOULERTON AWARD
10. At the October meeting of Council, the President
shall invite members of Council to nominate suitable
candidates for the award, all suggested names to be
given to the General Secretary not later than the
December meeting of Council. Following the deadline for
the submission of nominations, the Medals and Awards
Committee shall meet before the February meeting of

Council to discuss the nominations and to recommend
one or more members to receive the award. The
recommendations of the Medals and Awards Committee
shall be presented for approval at the Council meeting in
February. Council shall determine the amount of the
award.
To read:
10. At the December meeting of Council, the
President shall invite members of Council to nominate
suitable candidates for the award, all suggested names
to be given to the General Secretary not later than 15th
January. Following the deadline for the submission of
nominations, the Medals and Awards Committee shall
meet before the February meeting of Council to discuss
the nominations and to recommend one or more
members to receive the award. The recommendations of
the Medals and Awards Committee shall be presented for
approval at the Council meeting in February. Council shall
determine the amount of the award.
HALSTEAD MEDAL
4. Nominations for the award of the Medal shall be
invited in the September notices to the membership and
at the October Ordinary Meeting. All nominations must
reach the General Secretary before the December
Council Meeting.
To read:
4. Nominations for the award of the Medal shall be
invited in the December notices to the membership and
at the December Ordinary Meeting. All nominations
must reach the General Secretary not later than 15th
January.
HALSTEAD AWARD
4. Nominations for the award shall be invited in the
September notices to the membership and at the
October Ordinary Meeting. All nominations should reach
the Awards Secretary before the December Council
Meeting.
To read:
4. Nominations for the Award shall be invited in the
December notices to the membership and at the
December Ordinary Meeting. All nominations must
reach the General Secretary not later than 15th
January.
HENRY STOPES MEMORIAL FUND
6. Nominations for the award shall be invited in the
September notices to the membership and at the
October Ordinary Meeting of the Association. All
nominations must reach the General Secretary before
the December meeting of Council.
To read:
6. Nominations for the award shall be invited in the
December notices to the membership and at the
December Ordinary Meeting. All nominations must
reach the General Secretary not later than 15th
January.
THE RICHARDSON AWARD REGULATIONS
5. At the December meeting of Council, the President
shall invite members of Council to nominate papers to
receive the Award; nominations to reach the General
Secretary by 31st January. Following the deadline for the
receipt of nominations, the Medals and Awards
Committee shall meet before the February meeting of
Council to discuss the nominations and to recommend a
paper to receive the Award. The recommendation of the
Medals and Awards Committee shall be presented at the
February meeting of Council.
To read:
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5. At the December meeting of Council, the President
shall invite members of Council to nominate papers to
receive the Award; nominations to reach the General
Secretary by 15th January. Following the deadline for
the receipt of nominations, the Medals and Awards
Committee shall meet before the February meeting of
Council to discuss the nominations and to recommend a
paper to receive the Award. The recommendation of the
Medals and Awards Committee shall be presented at the
February meeting of Council.
3. CHANGES IN REQUIREMENT TO BE A GA
MEMBER FOR 6 MONTHS BEFORE APPLYING FOR A
RESEARCH AWARD
REGULATIONS FOR THE NEW RESEARCHERS’
SCHEME for students (see also general Regulations
above)
2. Applicants must be registered for either an
undergraduate or postgraduate degree and must have
been a GA Member for at least 6 months by the time of
application. A letter of support from the applicant’s
dissertation or doctoral supervisor must accompany the
application.
To read:

2. Applicants must be registered for either an
undergraduate or postgraduate degree and must be a
GA Member by the time of application. A letter of
support from the applicant’s dissertation or doctoral
supervisor must accompany the application.
REGULATIONS FOR THE GA MEETINGS AWARDS
(members only, including student members)
1. The GA Meetings Awards are available to all
members of at least one year's standing and student
members of at least six months’ standing. Grants are
made to assist attendance at conferences and field
meetings. Priority will be given to those with limited
alternative sources of funding, to GA-sponsored
conferences and field meetings, and to those making
presentations (paper or poster) at meetings or
conferences.
To read:
1.
The GA Meetings Awards are available to all
members of at least one year's standing and student
members by the time of application. Grants are
made to assist attendance at conferences and field
meetings. Priority will be given to those with limited
alternative sources of funding, to GA-sponsored
conferences and field meetings, and to those making
presentations (paper or poster) at meetings or
conferences.

Prizes & Council Nominations
Nominations are invited for the following:
Halstead Medal
The Halstead Medal awarded for outstanding merit, deemed to further
the objectives of the Association and to promote geology. Open to
Members and non-Members.
Halstead Award
The Halstead Award is an award designed to recognise an individual who
has made a substantial contribution in any area of geology at an early
stage in their career. Open to Members and non-Members.
New Recruits for Council
Nominations for new Council Members to be elected in May at the AGM
are now being sought. Nominations must be supported by at least three
members of not less than one year’s standing, and accompanied by a
brief statement on the nominee and by the nominee’s written
consent.Council members due to retire in May are Anjana Ford and
Gerald Lucy. Richard Pollock resigned earlier in the year. Haydon Bailey
retires from the post of Senior Vice President.
Nominations for the Halstead Medal, Halstead Award and for new
Council Members must reach the General Secretary by 15th January
2017
Please email (or send by post) your nominations to the General
Secretary:
c/o Sarah Stafford at the GA office:secretary@geologistsassociation.org.uk
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Evening Lecture: New perspectives on dinosaur diversity and extinction

January 6th 2017

Paul Upchurch, University College London
Dinosaurs originated in the Late Triassic (230Ma) and
(apart from birds) died out at the end of the Cretaceous
(66Ma). During this long evolutionary history, the diversity of
dinosaurs, in terms of the total number of species, fluctuated
markedly in response to physical and biological events.
Determining the true story of dinosaur diversity has proved
to be a complicated and controversial topic. Not only do we
need to take into account the fact that the fossil record is
incomplete and unevenly sampled, we also have to decide
which methods are best able to deal with these sampling
issues. Early diversity studies suggested that dinosaur
diversity simply increased, almost exponentially, during their
165 million year history. However, in recent years, a number
of developments have led to new perspectives on dinosaur
diversity, including: the creation of large databases; the
discovery of numerous new fossils; and the application of
new analytical approaches. Collectively, these suggest that
some of the most important events during dinosaur evolution
occurred during the Early Jurassic and early Middle Jurassic
(200-170Ma), ironically during one of the worst sampled
periods. There is evidence for marked extinctions near the
Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary (145Ma), perhaps related to a
drop in sea level. Some have claimed that dinosaur diversity

peaked
in
the
midCretaceous
and
then
underwent
a long-term
g ra d u a l
Figure 1: The skeleton of the Late
decline
in
Jurassic sauropod dinosaur Dicraeosaurus
the lead up
to the end-Cretaceous mass extinction. In contrast, many
workers have found evidence that dinosaurs were still diverse
and continued to give rise to new species right up to the very
end of the Cretaceous - a scenario consistent with a sudden
extinction brought about by flood volcanism and/or a bolide
impact. One emerging theme is the potential importance of
Earth System processes (such as plate tectonics and sea
level) in controlling dinosaur diversity via their impact on
landmass area and fragmentation. Paul will survey these
recent developments, examine the strengths and weaknesses
of different approaches to dealing with fossil record
incompleteness, and evaluate which aspects of dinosaur
diversity can be regarded as firmly accepted and well
supported.

Evening Lecture: Henry Stopes Memorial Lecture:
The Palaeolithic of the Breckland; old sites, new questions

February 3rd 2017

By: Simon G Lewis, Queen Mary University of London
The Breckland of East Anglia has a rich concentration of
early Palaeolithic sites that provide a diverse stone tool
record spanning 600,000 years. The region also has long
held a prominent place in studies of the British Palaeolithic,
from the recovery of thousands of handaxes from the gravel
pits at Warren Hill during the formative years of the
discipline, the presence of rare primary context sites and the
and varied lithic record (including Acheulean, Clactonian and
Levallois assemblages), to more recent discoveries such as
the first evidence for human fire use in Europe.
The area has undergone major landscape changes in
response to Quaternary fluvial processes and glaciation of the
region.
These major phases of landscape development
provide a framework in which the record of human presence
can be considered. During the early Middle Pleistocene, the
pre-Anglian Bytham River flowed eastwards across the region
into the southern North Sea basin. In the Breckland there
are a number of Palaeolithic sites associated with this river,
where Lower Palaeolithic handaxes and scrapers represent
human occupation of the region from approximately 600,000
years ago. This drainage system was destroyed by glaciation
during the Anglian Stage, some 450,000 years ago. The
retreat of the Anglian glaciers left a landscape of lakes, ponds
and new rivers in which sediments accumulated during the
following warm period, the Hoxnian Interglacial, about
400,000 years ago. These contain a rich record of fauna and
flora with evidence of human occupation around their

Figure 1: Breckland Hand Axes

margins. The modern drainage network including rivers such
as the Lark and Little Ouse also became established,
comprising a series of river terraces containing stone tools
that chart changes in technology from 400,000 to 40,000
years ago.
The Breckland’s important geological sequence and rich
archaeological and environmental records enable the
relationships between people, culture and technology to be
explored within this distinctive landscape.
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Field Meeting Report: The building stones of Canterbury
Leader: Geoff Downer

At the car park of the Law Courts in Canterbury around a
dozen members met up with Geoff Downer, our leader for the
day. After ensuring all the cars were safely parked Geoff
outlined the plan for the day. It would be split
into two parts, in the morning we would
focus on older stones in less well visited
areas of Canterbury. Kent is not well
endowed with local building stones, so stone
was imported in bulk by water, much of it
from the continent, especially France. In the
afternoon we would concentrate on the
cathedral, both the original building and the
subsequent restorations.
We started by looking at our surroundings:
The road was gently sloping downwards
towards the town in front of us, but was
much steeper behind us climbing up to the
old army barracks. We were in a river valley.
At that moment we were on brick earth,
which mantled a lot of the area around, but
as we moved up the slope via King’s Park we
moved onto the Thanet Sands (Tertiary). Our
first stop was St Augustine’s Conduit House
which was built on the edge of the Thanet
Sands and chalk aquifer to collect water to supply the Abbey
(Figure 1). Springs in the surrounding hillside were
channelled here through tunnels and ducts to four principal
feeders (our handout showed how much of the underground
system had been mapped). The water was then filtered and

Figure 2. Walter Couzens Memorial
piped to the Abbey through a 75mm lead pipe. The Abbey
was dissolved in 1538, but the Conduit House continued to be
used up to the 19thC when it supplied a local brewery. It is
now managed by English Heritage.
The port that served Canterbury was at Fordwich. At this
time the Isle of Thanet was separate, so access was fairly
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7th August 2016

By: Lesley Exton

easy. Carts would have brought the stone along a path very
similar to the one we then walked along as we made our way
to St Martin’s churchyard and Geoff’s favourite gravestone

Figure 1. St Augustine’s Conduit House
(Figure 2). Walter Cozens was a local builder, very interested
in all sorts of things and instrumental in founding the
Canterbury Archaeological Society. His memorial consists of a
very minimalist inscription on Scottish granite and alongside
it a sarsen stone. Sarsens are associated with silification of
the Thanet sandstone or the Upnor
Formation. We then moved onto St Martin’s
church, the first church founded in England
and oldest parish church in continuous use,
to examine the outside south wall of its
chancel and nave. There are several phases
of building using a number of different
materials, including Kentish Rag, Flint,
Calcaire Grossier, Marquise oolite and
Roman tile. Roman Canterbury was
essentially used as a quarry. Buildings were
deconstructed and the materials recycled
into ‘new’ buildings, but we don’t know how
many times.
What was the County Jail and House of
Correction, with the Session House next
door (now both part of the University) was
our next stop. Here we were on more
familiar ground with Portland stone;
however on closer inspection the recent
extension to the latter had been built with
reconstituted Portland stone. Next we had
to put our morning’s learning into practice and see how many
different stones we could identify in a wall near the remains
of St Augustine’s Abbey. Quenin Gate, part of the city wall,
where there are still Roman blocks in situ was our final stop
before lunch.
The cathedral was built in stages and after regrouping we
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various times. The latter to rebuild the
library in the 1950’s after bomb damage
during the war.
Continuing round through the Infirmary
cloisters we found Purbeck Marble pillars ‘on
edge’ and greatly weathered on their
exposed side and also Onyx Marble pillars.
The former (grey), along with Caen stone
(£1849 for 1750 at 32(white)
pages)
and Kentish Rag (green) had been
(£1849 for used
1750inatthe
32 design
pages)of the Great Cloister
J
J
walls. The contrast between the colour of the
(£1165 for 1650)
(£1165 for different
1650) stones would have been obvious
when new, however, many years of grime
£4992
mean it is now easily missed. In the Chapter
£4992
A
House wall we found a reworked Onyx pillar
A
that had come from the cloisters. Our walk
came to an end at the far side of the Great
Cloisters and the Reigate stone (Upper
Greensand) with some of the blocks showing
chertization. Here Nikki Edwards proposed a
Figure 3. Buttresses, Canterbury Cathedral
vote of thanks to Geoff for a very interesting
looked round for evidence of this in its external walls.
day, who after giving directions back to the railway stations
Starting at the porch, which was late medieval, but with
to those of the party who had come by train, then walked the
Victorian carvings, we moved round anticlockwise. The
rest of us back to our cars.
buttresses were all different (Figure 3), originally Kentish Rag
the middle ones had largely
been replaced
£4289
£4289
and Athe outer ones now have plinths
of
A
Portland stone. In places we found oyster
shells in the mortar between the Kentish
Rag. However problems with the mortar
used in the restorations in the early 20thC,
which was harder than the rock, meant it
was splitting in the wrong place so a lot of
the current renovation work has been
replacing this with lime based mortar. With
earlier restoration work they tried to match
/ half page
the stone as closely as possible,
but now the
/ half page
£
quarter
policy is / to
make page
it obvious where
£
/ quarter page
replacements have been made and only
replace if absolutely necessary (Figure 4).
The type of stone used can be used to date
when the restoration was done as can old
photographs. The current stones used are
Caen stone, Lepine stone and Purbeck
Marble, but Portland, Doulting, Clipsham,
Aubigny & Bath stone have all been used at
Figure 4. Modern day restoration
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Field Meeting Report: Hertfordshire Geological Society;
North Norfolk

Leader: Prof. Charlie Bristow, Birkbeck College, University of London

30 September to 2 October 2016
By: Mike Lambert

Nineteen of us took part in this 3-day fieldtrip organised by Hertfordshire Geology
Society. Our aim was to increase our
knowledge of North Norfolk's geological past,
by visiting a variety of mostly coastal,
Cretaceous and Quaternary sites between West
Runton in the east and Sandringham in the
west.
Our first stop was at Wiveton Downs, to look
at the Blakeney Esker: a 3.5km ridge of mixed
sand, gravel, pebbles and cobbles, which runs
from Blakeney to Wiveton Downs and
Glandford (see Figure 1). This ridge's northsouth orientation reflects the direction of flow
of Anglian ice-sheets and glaciers, strongly
suggesting that it has a glacial origin.
Charlie provided us with a range of possible
explanations for the ridge, mostly involving the
action of ice. For example, the ridge might
represent debris that had fallen down a
crevasse in the massive glacier that had once
towered 500m above our heads. However,
Figure 1: Rounded cobbles in the Wiveton Downs Esker; £1 coin
(outlined) for scale
current thinking is that this ridge is an Esker:
i.e. the sediment deposited along a sub-glacial
After lunch at Blakeney, we headed east to the beach at
stream. This idea is supported by the discovery (made during
West Runton, where we were to examine a variety of strata
recent, commercial extraction for aggregate) that the debris
and structures. First, we were met by local geologist, Russell
extends for 3-4m below current ground level. Subsequent
Yeomans: there to tell us about his recent work on the large
debris was stacked up along the walls of an ice tunnel running
Flint platform exposed on the beach (see Figure 2). This Flint
under the glacier, explaining why this stream bed now stands
bed extends under the sea, covering an estimated area of 1030-40m above the surrounding country. It is the best
15 square kilometres. The Flint and underlying Chalk are
example of an Esker in England, although there are
from the Upper Campanian stage of the Cretaceous (78numerous, better examples in Wales and Ireland.
73Ma). These strata are part of the Belemnitella mucronata
Zone (also exposed at Caister St Edmunds
Quarry) and are characterised by the
presence of large, tubular Flint nodules
known as Paramoudra. Russell pointed out
these in situ Paramoudra, with their large,
typically oval mouths protruding through the
loose stones on the beach. One that we
examined [see Figure 2] measured 1.5m by
4.5m and consisted of two joined, concentric
rings of Flint.
Since publication of a paper by Bromley,
Schulz and Peake in 1975, the accepted
theory for Paramoudra formation has been
that they derive from burrows of an
unidentified worm, silicified at the anoxic
boundary, below the Chalk sea-floor.
However, Russell presented evidence
strongly suggesting that these Paramoudra
are the work of siliceous sponges as they
developed and colonised the Cretaceous sea
bed over millennia (see Opinion Article in GA
Magazine Vol.15[3], p.30). He pointed out
Figure 2: Mike and Russell examine the Paramoudra at West Runton the many sponge fossils, sponge prints and
rim marks that appear on the flint. Recent
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photographs of deep sea sponge
aggregations off the Canadian coast
have led Russell to propose that this
entire flint platform is part of a
former Cretaceous Sponge Reef.
The level of the beach at West
Runton
approximates
to
an
unconformity between Cretaceous
and Quaternary strata. Walking to
the back of the beach, we found the
West Runton Freshwater Bed
projecting from the base of the low
cliff. This bed is 1.6m thick, dark
brown and rich in organic material.
It was deposited during an interglacial, temperate environment in
the Middle Pleistocene and has
yielded mammalian fossils, including
shrews, voles, beavers, lions, horses
and deer. Between 1992 and 1995
the skeleton of a Steppe Mammoth
(Mammuthus trogontherii) was
Figure 3: 4,000 year
recovered from this site. Based on
evidence from the teeth of ancient
voles and Marine Isotope Stages,
Charlie dated this bed to 712ka.
Heading east along the cliff, we followed a band of
Pleistocene Till to a point where it was overlain by around 5m
of chalk. This was the Wood Hill Block: a mass of chalk, the
size of a village that was pushed up onto younger sediments
by the southward flow of ice. Our plan had been to continue
east towards Overstrand, to see further examples of

Figure 4: Charlie explains dune formation at Wellsnext-the-Sea

old leaves embedded in peat at Holme-next-the-Sea
Glaciotectonic Chalk Rafts, but this had to be abandoned due
to the incoming tide.
Day two began at Kings Lynn Museum to see their
Seahenge exhibit. This Bronze Age structure was discovered
at Holme-next-the-Sea in 1998. It consists of a ring of 55
wooden posts, with an overall diameter of 6-7m. At the
centre of this enclosure was the large, upturned stump of an
Oak, its roots reaching into the air. Following its discovery,
the timbers were conserved and treated with polyethylene
glycol by the Mary Rose Trust. Carbon-14 dating combined
with dendrochronology indicate that the central Oak was
felled in 2050 BC and the surrounding posts in 2,049 BC.
Our next destination was the beach at Holme-next-the-Sea,
where Seahenge once stood. This involved a 2km walk along
a coastal path that divided dunes, beach and sea on one side
from salt-march on the other. Charlie described the exchange
of sediments between these various environments.
Currently, this part of the Norfolk coast is prograding. That's
to say, it's accumulating sediment carried by dominant
currents from the Lincolnshire coast and, to a lesser extent,
from the Rhine. During storms, the sea may occasionally
break into the dunes, which replenishes the beach. However,
the dominant movement of sediment is inland: as windborn
particles from the beach accumulate around marram grass
growing on the dunes; and material from the dunes is
trapped around vegetation in the salt-marsh.
Arriving on the beach, we saw evidence of the opposite
process. Charlie led us to the large bed of peat where
Seahenge was discovered. Examining this peat, we found
fragments from woody plants and small trees. Charlie passed
round a 4,000-year-old but still identifiable leaf from the
freshwater reed, Phragmites (see Figure 3). This peat had
formed during the Bronze Age, in a mixed freshwater-marsh
and woodland environment.
Using his trowel, Charlie cut down through the peat to an
underlying layer of clayey sediment, which he described as
typical of salt-marsh. He explained about Walther's Law:
whereby successive layers of beach, saltwater and freshwater
sediment can be related to sequences of marine
transgression and progradation. Evidently, this section of the
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Norfolk coast has a complicated history
involving both processes.
Our final stop of the day was at Wellsnext-the-Sea. Standing on the sea-wall,
Charlie described the sometimes
counter-productive nature of such seadefences. Although the sea-wall appears
to be protecting the town, over time it is
actually preventing prograding. Along
this section of coast, the 2mm annual
rise in sea-level should be more than
offset by a similar level of onshore
accumulation of sediments. However,
the sea-wall means that windborne and
seaborne sediments are no longer being
deposited inland. Furthermore, the seawall combined with 300 years of
drainage schemes has led to the drying
out, shrinkage and sinking of the peat
that underlies the town. The net result is
that the high-tide mark on the seaward
Figure 5: The group gather under the famous red & white chalk cliffs at
side of the wall is now 3.5m above
Hunstanton
pavement level in the town.
Day three began with a brief overview of the coast, just exposure of Carstone: a coarse, iron-rich sandstone
inland from Brancaster. Charlie described the system of deposited at the same time as the more southerly
Greensands. Above this, we saw
barrier beaches and tidal
a narrower exposure of brickchannels that allow suspended
red, Red Chalk, its colouring
sediments
into
the
saltthought to derive from higher
marshes. We also heard about
sea temperatures and oxidation
the rapid evolution of Scolt Head
of its iron content.
The
Island: a 6km long barrier island
uppermost
portion
of
the
cliff
that is shifting from east to
was
white
Chalk
(actually
part
of
west. Over the past 90 years,
the
Grey
Chalk
sub-group),
sediment has been accreting at
capped by a roughly 1m thick
its western end at a rate of 6.28
layer
of
slightly
harder
metres per annum.
Totternhoe
Stone.
Haydon
Our next stop, in Brancaster,
pointed
out
a
heavily
was
to
visit
a
coastal
bioturbated
section
of
chalk:
reclamation project with which
where
burrowing
by
crustaceans
Charlie has been involved.
had
led
to
preferential
Walking to the site, we passed
hardening
and
a
swirling,
reed-beds of Phragmites, their
nodular
patterning
of
the
face.
long leaves identical to the
Our
last
stop
was
at
Wolferton
4,000-year-old specimen we'd
on the Sandringham Estate, to
seen at Holme-next-the-Sea!
see an exposure of the
Charlie explained the purpose of
Sandringham Sands. These
this
"managed
alignment"
loosely cemented sandstones
project. The original intention
date from the early-Cretaceous:
had been to remove the seaabove the Kimmeridge Clays
wall,
enabling
the
reand below the Carstone we'd
establishment of 40Ha of saltjust seen at Hunstanton. Charlie
marsh. This salt-marsh would
demonstrated how to compile a
then
have
encouraged
sedimentation-log based on the
prograding and acted as a
banding of the sandstone,
natural buffer against sea-level
relating this to Walther's law and
rise. However, the plan was
to the patterns we'd observed
thwarted by a number of local
on local dunes and beaches.
interest groups and, in the end,
Figure 6: Wolferton; loosely cemented
Thanks for this very successful
sandstones exhibiting cross-bedding
only 3.7Ha have been returned
trip go to: Professor Charlie
to salt-marsh.
For our last two stops, we left the Holocene and returned to Bristow for his knowledge and enthusiasm (even in the
the Cretaceous. After lunch, we visited the cliffs at St pouring rain!); Adrian Champion for great planning; Percy,
Edmund's Point, Hunstanton: much admired for their our driver, for getting us around safely; and to Haydon Bailey
colourful banding. At the base, we saw the rusty-brown and Russell Yeomans for their specialist input.
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Circular No 1010 December 2016
SAFETY IS TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY should you be unsure about either the risks involved or your ability to participate safely, you must seek advicce from the GA offfice
before booking. Please make sure that you study any risk assessment or safety briefing and that you have all the safety equipment specified. You must declare, at
the time off booking, any disabilities or medical conditions that may affect your ability to safely attend a fieeld meeting. You may be asked to provvide further
information on any prescription drugs etc that you may use whilst attending a field meeting. In orderr to en
nsure the safety off all participants, the GA reserves the right
to limit or refuse attendance at field meetings.
EMERGENCY CONTACT iff you are lost or late for the start off a meetin
ng, an emergency contact is available dur
d ing UK field meetings by calling thee GA mobile phone
07724 133290. The mob
bile
il phone will only
l be switch
hed on just before and durin
i g field
i ld meettin
i gs. For routin
i e enquir
i ie
i s ple
l ase call the GA office on the usual number.
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised. If you are a rail traveller, it may be possible for the GA office to arrange for another member to
provide a liftt or collect you from the nearest railway station. This service cannot be guaranteed, but please ask before booking. Please indicate when booking, iff you
are able to offfferr a liftt.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided but personal accident cover remains the responsibility of the participant. Further details are available on
request from the GA offfice.
TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed. The GA acts as a retail agent for
or ATOL holders in respect of air flights included in field meetings. All flights are ATOL protected
by the Civil Aviation Authority (see GA Circular No. 942, October 2000 for further details). Field meetings of more than 24 hours duration or including
accommodation are subject to the Package Travel Regulations 1992. The information provided does not constitute a brochure under these Regulations.

Geofff Swann arranges UK field meetings and Ian Sutton is responsible for overseas excursions. Website for further details
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/ukfield.html; www.geologistsasso
s ciation.org.uk/overseasfield.html
BOOKINGS AND PAYMENT: These should be made through Sarah
a by email: fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk phone or through the GA
website. Please give an email and emergency contact number. Unless otherwise stated the cost is £5 per day for members. Locations and timings of
field trips will be given nearer the time and once payment has been received. Field meetings are open to non-members but subject to a £5 surcharge on
top of the normal administration fee. Cheques should be mad
a e out to Geologists’ Association. Where places are limited, a system of first come, first
served will operate so do book early. Some meetings may have restrictions on age (especially for under 16s) or be physically demanding. If you are
uncertain, please ask.

GA UK FIELD MEETINGS 2017
NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE QUARRIES
Leader: Paul Hildreth
Sunday 26 March
We plan to visit two quarries. In the morning we
will examine the Mercia Mudstone in a disused
brickpit. It is dominated by red clays but there are
thin, silty and partly dolomitised beds towards the
top of the exposed sequence and the lower beds
contain seams off gypsum. After a brief stop at a
disused church built of chalk we will visit a quarry
exposing the Ferriby and Welton Chalk Formations
of the Chalk Group with very good exposures of the
Totternhoe Stone, the Variegated Beds (basal beds
of the Welton Formation and including the “Black
Band”) and the inoceramid-rich beds equivalent to
the Melbourne Rock of the Transitional Province.
Equipment: You must have a hard hat, hi-vis jacket
and appropriate footwear.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to 25.
Register with Sarah sending an administration fee
of £5 per person to confirm your place.
THE GEOLOGY AROUND SOUTH MIMMS,
HERTFORDSHIRE VALLEY (joint meeting with the
Kirkaldy Society)
Leader: Mike Howgate
Saturday 15 April
In the morning will search out the evidence for
geologically based industries in the small area
around Pinks Farm between Ridge and Ridge Hill.
We will spend about two hours exploring the area,
where we will find dean holes dug by Chalk
Drawers (now a bat hibernicularium), Old Chalk
quarries, brick and sand pits (one of which is
featured on William Smith’s 1815 map), in what
must have been a hive of extractive industrial
activity 150 years ago.
After lunch in the nearby Old Guinea pub which
doubles as a pizzeria we will examine the
geomorphology off the area in a three mile walk
from Ridge village across the Stanmoor Gravel
plateau and follow the Catherine Bourne to its
terminal swallow hole.
Equipment: Suitable clothing and footwear. Pub or
packed lunch.
Cost & booking: Register with Sarah sending an
administration fee of £5 perr person to confirm your
place.

t>dKEͲKEͲd,ͲE͕^^y;:K/Edt/d,d,
ZK<ED/EZ>^K/dzͿ
Leader: Gerald
G
Lucy
Sunday 23
3 April 11.00
Visit to seee the geology of The Naze cliffs, one of
the most important geological sites in Eastern
England. The clifffs here provide exposures of Red
Crag and London Clay and there will be the
possibilityy of finding fossils on the beach, including
sharks’ teeth. The day is particularly suitable for
families and
nd children. We will also be visiting Essex
Wildlife Trust’s new visitor centre on the cliff top,
which should
ould have some geological displays in
place by the time of our visit. Children welcome.
Equipment:
nt: Suitable clothing and footwear. Bring a
packed lunch.
nch.
Cost & bo
ooking: Further details will be available
from Sarah
ah Stafford at the GA offfice. Register with
Sarah sending
ding an administration fee off £5 per adult
(kids go free!)
ree!) to confirm your place.

CENTENARY EXCURSION TO RICHMOND PARK,
KINGSTON HILL AND WIMBLEDON COMMON
Led by members of the London Geodiversity
Partnership in collaboration with the Friends of
Richmond Park and the London Natural History
Society
Saturday 20 May
This full-day trip celebrates 100 years since the GA
Excursion on 19th May 1917 and will attempt to reenact the route as closely as possible and to
deliberate on the origin of the gravels as on the
original trip. The 1917 trip began at Norbiton
Station and
n finished at the Windmill on Putney
Heath. It was an afternoon trip with a suitable stop
for tea, as was the custom; we will begin in the
morning and find a suitable watering hole for
lunch. Dettails to follow.
Cost & bo
ooking: There will be no charge for this
trip but it is essential to book with Sarah.
THE QUATERNARY OF LINCOLNSHIRE (joint
meeting wi
w th the Yorkshire Geological Society)
Leader: Peter Worsley
Sunday 18 June
This excurrsion will examine and discuss recent
developm
ments in understanding the pattern of
glaciation in central Lincolnshire. In particular the
evidence for a glacial event or events between the
classical Anglian and the Devensian will be
considered. A traverse starting close to Stamford
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will end just west of Louth and en route a number
off key Quaternary geologica
cal sites will be visited.
Equipment: Some walking overr rough ground will
be involved. Stout footwear is recommended
together with suitable clothing.
Cost & booking: Numbers may be limited. We are
considering hiring a minibus
us and the attendance
fee will be set later. Register with Sarah to confirm
your place.
LONDON THEATRELAND TRAFALGAR SQUARE –
EVENING BUILDING STONES WALK
Leader: Ruth Siddall
Tuesday 20 June 6.00 pm
This walk will look at the hiistory of London’s
Theatreland and Trafalgar Square through the
building stones used. It will also reveal some
aspects off London’s geologgy, discovered through
the excavations for new bui
uildings.
Cost & booking: Register with Sarah sending an
administration fee of £5 peerr person for members
and non members, to confirm your place.
d,'K>K'zEh/>/E'^dKE^K&
WdZKZKh',
Leaders: Colin Prosser and
d Jonathan Larwood May
or June 2017
The trip will involve a visit to Peterborough
Museum to examine the col
ollections of Oxford Clay
marine vertebrates and oth
her local rocks and
fossils,, a buildingg stones walk,
alk, hopefully including a
tour of the spectacularr Peterborough
erborough Cathedral and
the local Jurassic limestones
es and other British and
imported stone use to construct
struct it, and a visit to a
local Oxford Clay brickpit to see the Oxford Clay in
situ.
Equipment: You must have a hard hat, hi-vis jacket
and appropriate footwear for the quarry.
Cost & booking: Numbers may be limited. We are
considering hiring a minibus
us and the attendance
fee will be set later. Registeer with Sarah to confirm
your place.
WEALDEN EXCURSION
Leaders: Peter Austen and Ed Jarzembowski
July (date to be confirmed)
This trip continues the pop
pular annual Wealden
excursions and again will visit one of the working
pits in the Weald Clay of so
outh-east England. The
venue will be confirmed later so as to take
advantage off conditions at the time. Attendees will
need to be sure they can safely cope with the
conditions to be found in working quarries.
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Equipment: You must bring a hard hat, hi-vis jacket
and suitable footwear. Bring a packed lunch.
Cost & booking: Further details will be available
from Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register with
Sarah sending an administration fee of £5 per
person to confirm your place.
d,>K^d'ZE^K&/Z
Leader: Eddie Bailey
Date to be confirmed
This meeting has been carried over from last year’s
programme. We will be looking through windows in
the Triassic and Glacial overburdens into the late
Neo-Proterozoic exposed in Bardon Hill Quarry,
Leicestershire. As well as the andesites and
volcaniclastics we will also see the Triassic
unconformity and study the glacial deposits being
revealed in the extension area.
It is unlikely indeed probably impossible that we
will find any Ediacara fossils but we will see the
rocks being laid down at the time. Depending on
time we may take the group to Charnwood forest
to the actual location of the discovery of Charnia
masoni and Charniodiscus.
Equipment: You must have a hard, hat hi-vis jacket
and appropriate footwear.
Cost & booking: Numbers may be limited. Register
with Sarah sending an administration fee of £5 per
person to confirm your place.
IN THE PIPELINE (Dates and details to be
arranged)...........................

USA 2017
Unfortunately this trip has had to be cancelled owing to
dramatic price increases on top of the rate of exchange
with the US dollar making the trip prohibitive

THE CHALK OF MARGATE
Leader: Haydon Bailey

GA LOCAL GROUPS (LG) & AFFILIATED
SOCIETIES

GEOLOGY OF THE SOUTH DEVON COAST
WEEKENDER
Leader: John Cope
GA OVERSEAS FIELD MEETINGS 2017
/d>z͕&/ssK>EK^
March 29 –April 12
Led by Paul Olver
Visiting major volcanic sites in Italy including
volcanoes in Bay of Naples, Mount Vesuvius,
and Solfatara.
Cost £2175 plus single room supplement £479.
Enquiries to Paul Olver Tel:01432 761693
Or email paulolver@hotmail.com
,/EEKK/sK>hd/KEK&d,hWWZ
z>>KtZ/sZE/d^Es/ZKE^
September 10 -26
Led by David Bridgland
Meeting format: Combined (1 day conference plus a
7 day field excursion)
Meeting Location: Lanzhou University and a
‘travelling’ field-excursion upstream and
downstream in the Yellow River
Estimated numbers: 20–30, including Chinese
Likely cost per head: Flights to/from China
(Lanzhou), to be arranged by participants + £800.00,
which will include all meals, transport and
accommodation. Breakdown: conference meals £100; conference accommodation - £200; field trip
travel - £150; field trip meals - £100; field trip
accommodation - £250
Accommodation: University hotel in Lanzhou and
suitable hotels in various places on field trip.
Timings and deadlines:
Preliminary registration December 2016; Final
registration: May 1st 2017
The excursion will include the Late Cenozoic–
Quaternary fluvial sediments, the loess of the region
through which the river flows, Miocene–Quaternary
lacustrine environments at Lake Qinghai (the largest
inland lake in China) on the Tibetan Plateau and the
relation of this (and related lakes) to the evolution
of the Yellow River system, as well as glacial
evidence in the upper reaches of the system on the
Tibetan Plateau. There is ample scope for visits to
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cultural sites, including preserved water wheels
along the Yellow River and a fine geological and
cultural heritage museum in Lanzhou and the Taer
Monastery and temples, ~25 km from Xining. The
area around the city of Lanzhou has the thickest
aeolian loess accumulation (>300 m thick) and the
oldest aeolian dust (older than 21 Ma) in the world.
There are sections in river terraces hereabouts,
overlain by huge thicknesses of loess, with multiple
palaeosols. A further highlight on the excursion will
be Jingtai Yellow River Stone Forest National
Geopark, located 160 km downstream from
Lanzhou city. The geoheritage interests here are
largely geomorphological, although the bedrock in
which the landforms are sculpted plays a prominent
role: late Cenozoic fluvial sandstone and
conglomerate, many tens of metres thick, emplaced
in a subsiding fault-bounded basin before incision of
the landscape by the Yellow River began. There is
thus a clear link with the evolution of the Yellow
River system, with this ‘basin inversion’ probably
occurring in the late Early Pleistocene (a theme
resonant with that concerning the Tibetan Plateau
basins that will be visited further upstream).
Enquiries: David Bridgland, email
d.r.bridgland@dur.ac.uk

Amateur Geological Society
http://amgeosoc.wordpress.com Julia Daniels

starfields@tiscali.co.uk
January 12 Sir John Hill: a Neglected Georgian
Geologist – Dr Chris Duffin.
February 9 AGM and New Year Party.
March 8 In Search of ancient obduction zones
in the UK – Dr Chris Darmon.
Association of Welsh RIGS Groups
www.wcva.org.uk/members-partners/nvosearch/detail?id=906675
Avon RIGS
http://avonrigsoutcrop.blogspot.co.uk/
Bath Geological Society
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk
February 2 Greenhouse to Icehouse:
reconstructing temperature change during the
Eocene - Dr Gordon N. Inglis
March 2 as, geothermal energy and gold: the
Earth’s crust as a percolator Prof. Tom Blenkinsop.
April 6 Cosmic Dust: Little Rocks from Space Dr Matthew Genge.
Belfast Geologists’ Society
www.belfastgeologists.org.uk
January 16 From Geological Theories to
Economics: the work of Pioneering Geologists in
Co. Antrim – Prof Patrick Wyse Jackson.
February 20 Ice Ages of Early Earth – Prof
Catherine Rose.
March 20 Flood Basalts- Dr Sally Gibson.
Black Country Geological Society
www.bcgs.info

Brighton & Hove Geological Society
www.bhgs.org
Bristol Naturalists’ Society
www.bristolnats.org.uk
British Micromount Society
http://britishmicromountsociety.homestead.com
Bucks Earth Heritage Group
www.bucksgeology.org.uk
Cambridgeshire Geological Association (LG)
www.cambridgeshiregeologyclub.org
January 9 Gemology and geology Gill Mallett.

February 13 The Fens – that sinking feeling Pat Doody
Carn Brea Mining Society
www.carnreaminingsociety.org.uk
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society
http://cmgs.yolasite.com/society.php
Cumberland Geological Society
www.cumberland-geolsoc.org.uk
Cymdeithas Daeaeregwyr Grwp De Cymru:
South Wales Geologists’ Association (LG)
www.swga.org.uk
December 10 From the depths: how cave
precipitates (speleotherms) tell us about past
environments and climates? Prof Ian Fairchild.
January 7 Holiday Geology.
January 21 Volcanic ash and rapid climate
change: piecing together the past - Prof Siwan
Davies.
February 18 DAB Memorial Lecture: Redrawing
the geological map of South Wales – Prof John
Cope.
Cymdeithas Y Daeaereg Gogledd Cymru:
North Wales Group Geologists’ Association (LG)
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc/cdgc.html
Devonshire Association (Geology Section)
www.devonassoc.org.uk
Dinosaur Society
www.dinosaursociety.com
Dorset Group (LG)
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com
January 14 Portland Storms 2014 Alan Holiday
March 23 Inferior Oolite -Bob Chandler
March 31-April 3 Forest of Dean/Malverns
Leader Noel Donnelly
Dorset Natural History & Archaeological
Society
Jenny@dorsetcountymuseum.org
Earth Science Teachers’ Association
www.esta-uk.net
East Herts Geology Club
www.ehgc.org.uk
East Midlands Geological Society
www.emgs.org.uk
Edinburgh Geological Society
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org
Essex Rock and Mineral Society
www.erms.org.uk
Farnham Geological Society (LG)
www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk
January 13 AGM and Geology & Tunnelling - John
Greenwood
February 10 Natural History Museum Lapis lazuli Dr Chris Duffin
March 17 Note: 3rd Friday of the month
Consultant It was not my Fault! - Dr David Walmsey
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge
www.sedgwickmuseum.org/activities/ friends.html
Geolancashire (LG)
www.geolancashire.org.uk Geological
Society of Glasgow
www.geologyglasgow.org.uk Geological
Society of Norfolk
www.norfolkgeology.co.uk
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society (LG)
www.hhgs.org.uk
January 11 Adding another dimension: the sude of
micro-computed tomography in the study of

extraterrestrial material – Natasha Almeida.
January 28 New Year Social.
February 8 Two hundred years since the “year
without a Summer” global atmosphere effects of
the Mount Tambora eruption – Prof Giles
Harrison.
February 11-23 Exhibition in Uxbridge library. Salt
March 8 Water on Mars – Dr Matt Balme.
Hastings & District Geological Society
www.hastingsgeology.btck.co.uk
Hertfordshire Geological Society (LG)
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk
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Horsham Geological Field Club
www.hgfc.uwclub.net/index.html
Huddersfield Geology Group
www.huddersfieldgeology.org.uk
Hull Geological Society
www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk
December 15 Metamorphism of the
Caledonides of Scotland – Dr Anna Bird.
January 19 The Geology along the north and
middle Craven Faults between Malham and
Threshfield – Ian Heppenstall.
February 16 Divining the Deccan: Tectonics,
stratigraphy, timing and effects of a major Large
Igneous Province – Dr Mike Widowson.
February 19 Roadshow at RSPB Bempton.
March 23 The World Heritage Convention and
the protection of earth science area and site of
outstanding universal value – Prof Patrick
Boland.
The Jurassic Coast
www.jurassiccoast.com
Kent Geologists’ Group of the Geologists’
Association (LG)
www.kgg.org.uk
January 17 Iceland – Tony Mitchell.
February 21 Virtual Geology – Janes Downer
March 21 Response to the Napoleonic Threat of
Invasion in 1804: Canals, Coastal Forts and
Cartography of SE England – Anthony Brook.
The Kirkaldy Society - Alumni of Queen Mary
(LG)
Contact Mike Howgate 020 8882 2606, or email
mehowgate@hotmail.com or kirksoc@sky.com
Leeds Geological Association
www.leedsga.org.uk
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society
(Geology)
www.charnia.org.uk
Liverpool Geological Society
www.liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk
Manchester Geological Association
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk
January 21 Rare Earth Elements: vital
commodities – Prof Frances Wall.
February 8 AGM
March 8 Faulty Communications: Seismic Hazard
in Istanbul – Prof Iain Stewart.
Medway Fossil and Mineral Society
www.mfms.org.uk
Mid Wales Geology Club
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk
Midweek Geology Club
http://mwggyorkshire.webspace.virginmedia.com
Milton Keynes Geological Society
http://mkgeosoc.org/
Mineralogical Society
www.minersoc.org
Mole Valley Geological Society (LG)
www.mvgs.org.uk
Newbury Geological Study Group
www.ngsg.org.uk
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society
norfolkminandlapsoc.homestead.com

Norfolk Geodiversity Forum
www.norfolkbiodiversity.org
North Eastern Geological Society
www.negs.org
North Staffordshire Group of the Geologists
Association (LG)
www.esci.keele.ac.uk/nsgga
January 26 A Medical Geology perspective of
the effect of soil on human health - Dr Mark
Cave
February 9 Digital Geological Mapping'
Leanne Hughes.
March 9 AGM & ‘Geoengineering - Dr Ian
Stimpson
March 30 Geological perspectives on the
‘world’s largest’ conventional explosion at
Fauld Mine, Staffordshire - Dr Noel Worley
Open University Geological Society
www.ougs.org
Oxford Clay Working Group
Email: saurian@live.co.uk
Oxford Geology Group (LG)
www.ogg.uk.com

Oxford Geology Trust
www.oxfordgeologytrust.org.uk
Plymouth Mineral & Mining Club
www.denul.net/pmmc/
Reading Geological Society (LG)
www.readinggeology.org.uk
January 9 Surveying the iron-rich streams of
Barkham – Elaine Butler.
February 6 Rising Sea Levels – Phil Collins.
February 19 Field meeting: Burnham Beeches
Quaternary deposits and hydrology, water
testing
March 6 Permafrost in the geological record –
Prof Peter Worsley.
March 12 Field Meeting: Marsworth
Quarternary deposits leader: Peter Worsley
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall
www.rgsc.org.uk
The Russell Society
www.russellsoc.org
Shropshire Geological Society
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk
January 11 Fossils in Shropshire digitisation
project: enhancing access to the county geological
collection Daniel Lockett and Jackie Tweddle,
February 8 A geophysical topic related to
borehole logging and video surveys - Kim Beesley
March 8 A topic related to igneous processes Paul Olver
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society
www.sotonminfoss.org.uk
South Peak Geology Field Group
Email: patricia@peakcustomers.com
Stamford and District Geological Society
www.stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk
Teme Valley Geological Society
www.geo-village.eu
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Tertiary Research Group
www.trg.org
Ussher Society
www.ussher.org.uk
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group
www.wgcg.co.uk
Welsh Stone Forum
www.museumwales.ac.uk/geology/welshstonef
orum/about-the-welsh-stone-forum/
Westmorland Geological Society
www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk
West of England Group of the Geologists’
Association (LG)
www.wega.org.uk
West Sussex Geological Society (LG)
www.wsgs.org.uk
January 20 The Cretaceous World, Living in a
Greenhouse. Professor Andy Gale.
February 17 AGM
March 17 Modelling Ancient Tides. Professor
Peter Alison.
Winchester Geology Society
https://sites.google.com/site/winchestergeolo
gysociety/
The Woolhope, Hereford
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk
Yorkshire Geological Society
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk

SPECIAL EVENTS
December 8 A Commemorative
Meeting to Celebrate the Life and
Work of Robert F. Symes OBE,
1939-2016.
March 11
Geo-East in conjunction with the GA
Field excursion to Swaddywell Pit,
near Peterborough
If you wish to be kept informed, please
register your interest by emailing
Naomi.Stevenson@naturalengland.org.uk
May 19 Geologists’ Association
Student Symposium Thursday at
Burlington House, Piccadilly, London
gass@geologistsassociation.org.uk
February 18 Essex Rock and Mineral
Fair enquiries
the.erms.show@gmail.com
April 29- May 1
Lyme Regis Fossil Festival
www.fossilfestival.co.uk
October 21-22 GA Conference
Cardiff
geol.assoc@btinternet.com
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Field Meeting Report: Wren’s Nest National Nature Reserve at 60
Led By: Colin Prosser & Graham Worton

25th June, 2016
By: Alan Driscole

This excursion was arranged to mark the 60th anniversary school visits, and the establishment of a geology trail with
of the establishment of the Wren’s Nest National Nature information boards has been critical to the success of the
Reserve (NNR). The meeting was timely, coming as it did a reserve.
few days after a visit from a UNESCO team evaluating the
At our first stop (Quarry Trench, Mons Hill) we examined
application by Dudley, Sandwell, Wolverhampton and Walsall the general lithology of the Much Wenlock Limestone
councils to establish the Black Country Global Geopark, with Formation on the eastern flank of the pericline and discussed
Wren’s Nest at its core.
the plate tectonic setting
Wren’s Nest Hill is an
during the mid Silurian, at
exhumed
NNW-SSE
a time when the Dudley
trending pericline; one of
area was located 20° to 25°
three (with Castle Hill and
south of the Equator. At this
Hurst Hill) developed enlocality, the Upper Quarried
echelon
that
expose
limestone Member (8.6m),
Silurian rocks at their
which was largely removed
cores, and surrounded by
by quarrying in the 18th
Upper Carboniferous rocks
Century, consists of thick
of the South Staffordshire
and thin-bedded bioclastic
Coalfield. The area was first
limestones with abundant
uplifted
during
the
shell and crinoid debris and
Caledonian orogeny (late
local bioherms, interbedded
Devonian), marked by a
with
thin
calcareous
strong local unconformity
mudstone partings. This
between the uppermost
overlies the top of the
Silurian (Pridolian) and
Nodular Member (31.1 to
Coal Measures, with the
37.8m thick), dipping 46°
Wren’s Nest, Castle Hill and
to the east (Figure 1). The
Figure 1: Quarry Trench, Mons Hill. The bedding plane
Hurst Hill fold structures
Nodular Member has thin
marks the top of the Nodular Member and quarry marks
formed
during
the
claystone beds, resulting in
where the Upper Quarried Limestone has been extracted
Hercynian.
a relatively high clay
content making it too
Intensive quarrying of
impure to be of use for iron
the Middle Silurian Much Wenlock
smelting. At this locality Colin
Limestone
Formation
started
Prosser also described the work
during
the
18th
Century,
with schools and communities in
principally to provide limestone
the local area, school field visits
flux for iron smelting, with
and the importance of local
production peaking at roughly
engagement to the success of the
20,000 tons per year from Wren’s
NNR.
Nest and Castle Hill. The last
quarry closed in 1924. The Wren’s
Stop
2
was
the
Nature
Nest NNR was established in 1956
Conservancy
Council
(NCC)
(the first in the UK dedicated to
Cutting; a 35m long dip section
solid geology) in recognition of the
through the Nodular Member
internationally
famous
mid
excavated in 1977, and exposing
Silurian (Homerian) aged reef
highly fossiliferous nodular and
facies and abundant and varied
lenticular limestones separated by
fossil faunas of the Much Wenlock
thin silty shales and mudstones.
Limestone Formation.
At the western end the Lower
Quarried Limestone Member (12.2
A group of nineteen joined our
Figure 2: The Dudley County Borough coat of
to 16.2m) is developed, consisting
leaders, Colin Prosser and Graham
arms (1957 to 1974)
of thickly bedded blue-grey
Worton and the morning was
spent examining outcrops around Wren’s Nest Hill. At the limestones, with corals and stromatoporoids in the upper
start of our excursion Colin Prosser summarised the history part. A total of 41 thin volcanic claystones (bentonites) have
of mining and described some of the challenges faced been identified at Wren’s Nest, including at least 10 in the
through the years in managing an NNR in an urban Nodular Limestone and permit accurate radiometric dating of
environment. These included dangerous caverns and this section and correlation to equivalent bentonites in the
unstable slopes, vandalism and fly tipping amongst others. Upper Wenlock of Gotland and elsewhere in the Baltic.
The involvement of the local community, including guided Bentonites from this trench gave K/Ar dates of 428 - 429 Ma.
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From here we walked across the core of the pericline, which was infilled following a major roof fall. It was here, in
consisting of relatively soft, light brown and grey shales of 1849, that Sir Roderick Murchison gave a lecture on the
the Coalbrookdale Formation. On the western side of the Silurian of Dudley, by gaslight, before being enthroned by the
Wren’s Nest Hill, reef facies at The Quarry locality provided Bishop of Oxford as the “King of Siluria” on Wren’s Nest! We
excellent collecting from the Lower Quarried Limestone returned via the smaller-scale workings (Hurst Cavern) within
Member, particularly from
the
Upper
Quarried
bioherm
facies
with
Limestone.
abundant
small
fossils
Our final stop was Dudley
including
solitary
and
Museum and Art Gallery.
colonial
corals,
The geological collections
stromatoporoids, bryozoan,
were established in 1838
crinoid debris, brachiopods,
with a number of private
and a small fragment of the
owners coming together to
iconic trilobite Calymene
establish a local museum of
blumenbachii (the “Dudley
geology in the town. This
Bug” or “Dudley Locust”);
was
stimulated
by
iconic enough for the Dudley
Murchison’s earlier visit to
Bug to be incorporated in
Dudley during a British
the old County Borough coat
Association
for
the
of arms (Figure 2).
Advancement of Science
South of The Quarry, a
meeting in the town in
series of large bedding
1839, and led to the
planes at the top of the
establishment of the Dudley
Nodular Member and the
and
Midland
Geological
Figure 3: Ripples and megaripples at the top of the
basal
Upper
Quarried
Society
in
1842.
The
Nodular Member
Limestone Member display
geology museum opened in
rippled and megarippled surfaces (Figure 3). These provided 1862, with Dudley Museum opening in 1883. The geology
early proof for the shallow marine setting of the Wenlock collections were acquired by Dudley Council in 1903, with the
Limestone Formation, with the twenty five rippled horizons geology museum closed and the collections transferred to
formed by wave and current action in shallow waters and by Dudley Museum in 1911. The museum now holds roughly
periodic storms in water depths close to storm wave base of 6,200 specimens from the Silurian (Wenlock and Ludlow). We
no more than 30m.
had time to view some of the superb specimens from the
Silurian of Wren’s Nest and
Lunch was taken at the
Castle Hill and from the
Dudley Canal Trust, after
local Westphalian Coal
which we took a narrow
Measures displayed in the
boat through the Dudley
geology gallery upstairs
Tunnel below Castle Hill, the
(Figure 4) and on the
southern of the three
ground floor, in the Dudley
Silurian periclines. Work
Unearthed exhibit, which
began on the Dudley canal
includes
a
series
of
and tunnel in 1775 to link
displays
putting
the
Tipton Colliery to the
geology of the area into
Birmingham Canal and to
context.
export limestone from the
quarries below Castle Hill
Unfortunately, due to
and Wren’s Nest, which had
severe cuts in central
been in operation from the
funding
the
museum
early 1700s. However, it
building is threatened with
was not finally completed
closure. Graham Worton,
and opened until 1792. The
Keeper of Geology at
Figure 4: The group at Dudley Museum & Art Gallery
Dudley Tunnel fell into
Dudley Museum and Colin
disuse and was finally closed in 1962, but was saved, Prosser discussed plans to relocate this iconic collection to the
repaired and re-opened in 1973 by the Dudley Canal Trust.
Borough Archives, although with space more limited to
In the Museum’s small
Our trip gave some a chance to leg the boat through the properly display the collections.
narrow tunnels that link several large galleries resulting from geology lab Graham described some of the recent research,
limestone extraction during the 18th and 19th centuries. focusing on Silurian microfossils. These include chitinous
Castle Mill Basin was a deep quarry expanded to allow access fossils collected from bentonites at Wren’s Nest and believed
to several tunnels. From there we passed through two to be the jaw elements of an undescribed marine worm.
quarried galleries (the Little Tess and Hurst caverns) before
Our thanks go to Colin and Graham for an excellent and
reaching the partially collapsed Singing Cavern. All three informative day; combining industrial and historical geology,
show the steeply dipping workings and large support pillars geoconservation in the local community and good old
of the Lower Quarried Limestone Formation. Little Tess is all fashioned fossil hunting.
that remains open of a more extensive gallery, Dark Cavern,
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Field Meeting Report: Southern Germany

27th June – 4th July 2016

Led By: Dr David M. Martill
Day 1 Grube Messel World Heritage Site and
Darmstadt Museum
Thanks to a blocked autobahn we arrived at the Messel site
an hour late. We walked deep down into the quarry and tried
to imagine the vast amount of oil shale which had already
been removed over the years and burnt along with its fossil
treasures. Once we got to the exposed oil shale we were
pleasantly surprised to find that we were about to carry out
some serious field palaeontology ourselves.
First the soil covering the selected site had to be cleared
and then David and Mario, his Darmstadt Museum friend,
used a sledgehammer with broad blades to cut out a sheet of
oil shale. This was then extracted intact and carried by 2-3
men to a group of women from our group who were armed
with broad bladed knives. Sitting on the ground they began
to split the sheets in search of fossils. Several fine fish
emerged, along with a plant, much poo and other fragments.
These were then wrapped in wet paper and put into air-tight
bags to be sent to the museum at Darnstadt. The group were
thrilled to have seen close up and engaged in the systematic
procedure for searching a site for fossils.

By: Michael Cumin, Alan Driscole,
John Evans & Gary Eisenhauer
the same time as our Upper Lias. The source of sediment was
then cut off, and unlike the UK, the shales were succeeded by
limestone that form the surrounding Plattenberg hills. The
two rocks fused together make cement.
A huge range of ammonites inhabited the seas stretching
from Germany to the UK. Despite the amazing preservation
of the soft parts of belemnites and squid in the anoxic mud
on the sea floor, no impressions of those of ammonites have
ever been found. Maybe in death they retreated behind their
aptychi to be digested by anaerobic sulphate reducing
bacteria. Sometimes, as we saw, their living chamber became
home to a prawn. There's a challenge, young geologists.
But where was Posidonia itself? By the way it's now

Figure 2: Did they really look like this?

Figure 1: Fossil collecting at Grube Messel
We then moved on to the museum in Darmstadt to study a
magnificent display of finds, including a bird found by David’s
students some years before. The displays of the finds in 3-D
were outstanding and a tribute to the skill of the
palaeontologists working in the museum.
Day 2 Posidonia Shale Quarry at Dotternhausen and
Hauff Museum at Holzmaden
Another winding road through the Jurassic hills led us to a
neat and tidy cement works (if there can be such a thing) at
Dotternhausen. We were ushered into the Werkforum, a
shiny new building with a model pterodactyl suspended from
the ceiling and an artistic display of ammonites. Here we
experienced another example of how the Germans value the
acquisition and preservation of knowledge. You can visit for
free and will be made welcome - recommended.
The exhibits showed us the extent of the ecosystem
revealed in the marine lower Jurassic (lower Toarcian)
Posidonia shales deposited at the edge of the Tethys ocean at

confusingly called Bositra and is part of the order Bivalvia Ostreida - Posidoniidae. On to the quarry led by two
palaeontologists employed by the company. Splitting piles of
shale revealed beautiful flattened ammonites. Someone else
always finds the rare Nautiloid, and this was no exception. We
liked the lenses of petrified wood turned to jet, just like at
Whitby, where the shale was deposited at the same time. Di
finally turned up a piece covered in Bositra (Posidonia) - not
the most exciting fossil but important nevertheless. Hard to
tear ourselves away.
We drove on to one more private museum - this one the
Hauff Museuem at Holzmaden. Known for its collection of
marine vertebrates, it holds one beautiful surprise, a wall
sized fossil of a tree trunk colonised by crinoids that finally
foundered to be preserved whole on the sea floor. Here we
could well believe that the animals were covered in a soft
soupy mud just after death. Study of the Icthyosaurs
challenged us to consider the ways of evolution. How did this
beast evolve its streamlined shape, sophisticated eyes and
simultaneously live birth, whilst its contemporaries had to
return to land to lay their eggs?
Day 2 (pm) and 3 Nördlingen and the Ries Crater
From Holzmaden we drove to the medieval walled town of
Nordlingen, which was to be our base for the next four days.
Nordlingen lies within a large crater (the Nordlinger Ries),
roughly 24km across, the result of an asteroid impact during
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Figure 3: View from the eastern wall of the Steinheim crater
showing the central peak and the far rim

including Jurassic and Triassic sediments
and metamorphic basement, with
globules of black, vesicular impactite
glass. Suevite includes minerals,
including quartz polymorphs (coestite,
stishovite and tridymite), sanadine
spherules and abundant microscopic
diamonds, that could only have formed
under very high temperatures and
pressures. This was recognised by
Shoemaker and Chao in 1961 and forms
a critical part of their evidence in support
of an impact origin for the Nordlinger
Ries crater. After viewing suevite blocks
in the walls of the cathedral, and
discussing the fact that it is not a
particularly good building stone (as
amply demonstrated by extensive
ongoing repair work), we ascended all

the Miocene (14.3 to 14.5Ma). On our
way we stopped off at Steinheim. Here a
small, but still very impressive crater,
measuring 3.8 km was excavated by a
small satellite of the main Nordlingern
asteroid. Here we saw complexly
structured and overturned Upper
Jurassic limestones along the eastern
rim of the crater before ascending to the
rim’s crest to view the crater walls and
the central peak. Here David discussed
the formation of the crater and the
gastropod faunas found in the lake that
filled it and which provided, through the
work of Franz Martin Hilgendorf, early
evidence in support of evolution,
published in several papers from 1866;
shortly following the Origin of Species.
Figure 4: Block of Suevite in the wall of Nordlingen Cathedral.
On Thursday we visited a number of
An impact breccia with black vesicular glass
sites within the Nordlinger Ries crater.
Nordlingen Cathedral is largely constructed of suevite, an 345 steps of the bell tower to view the town, the crater walls
impactite breccia consisting of a mixture of country rock, and the internal rings.
There followed a visit to the Ries crater
Museum, which houses a very informative
display on the formation and geology of the
Norlinger Ries crater and others around the
world. The Norlinger Reis and Steinheim craters
were formed by bodies estimated at 1 to 1.5km
and 150m in diameter. The shape and size of the
debris field, with tektites thrown up to 450 km
east into Bohemia and Moravia, indicate that the
pair hit from the WSW with an estimated velocity
of 20km / s (45,000 mph).
Travelling to the eastern crater rim, we viewed
the effects of the impact itself and the sediments
that infilled the crater from the Miocene. Much of
the crater was infilled by impact breccia and as
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Figure 5: Digital elevation model which
showing both craters. Derived from the
ERS-1/ERS-2 tandem mission in 1995.
image courtesy of M. Gottwald, DLR:
German Aerospace Center and located on:
www.passc.net/
EarthImpactDatabase/ries.html
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much as 400 metres of sediments.
At Hainsfarth, large algal stromatolites
formed along the shores of the deep
crater lake, interbedded with thin
freshwater
shelly
and
ostracod
limestones. At Ottingen we visited the
disused suevite quarry, but could collect
fresh samples from blocks provided for
an astronaut convention. Finally, at
Huisheim quarry (and, fortuitously, in
excavations for house foundations)
inverted Tithonian limestones were
examined, with deformed ammonites
and fractured belemnites documenting
the stresses of the impact event.
Day
4
Quarries
and
Burgermeister-Muller-Museum,
Solnhofen
Figure 6: Fan-shaped stromatolite on the eastern edge of the Miocene
Nordlingen Ries crater lake
On Friday we were first taken to the
quarry at Solnhofen where the London
anoxic/toxic floor of the lagoon. Besides an Archaeopteryx [of
specimen of Archaeopteryx was found. We stood on the
course] there were pterosaurs, tuataras, chimeroids but most
amazingly a trackway of an
ammonite which seemed to show
the
poor
animal
dragging
[pushing?] itself along by its
tentacles before succumbing and
falling over.
Following an ice-cream from the
fossil shop opposite we rejoined
the coach to find our own
Archaeopteryx in the fossil quarry
of Roland Poschl at Muhlheim. For
a small fee you are allowed to look
in his quarry, split the stone and
collect the fossils [you can even
hire a hammer and chisel] albeit
that Roland has an arrangement
with
Munich
Museum
for
important specimens. Despite the
Figure 7: Langenaltheim Quarry where the London Archaeopteryx
odd interruption for rain we spent
was found (photo Gary Eisenhauer)
many hours looking, querying
curious structures which usually turned out to be fish pooh.
entrance roadway and mentally genuflected towards a distant
Nevertheless we did find ammonites, plants and the odd
corner. Work was still being done with slabs being stacked
vertically in wooden pallets to be
taken away for processing as tiles.
Dave Martill told us that the
demand
had
been
severely
reduced due to competition from
abroad, particularly Turkey. Ironic
since most of the stone workers
are, or rather, were Turkish. The
original use as stone for printing lithography- has long since been
superseded.
Our
next
stop
was
the
Burgermeister-Muller-Museum in
Solnhofen which opened in 1970
based on the collection of the
mayor Friedrich Muller. The
galleries showed the exquisite
preservation of the creatures and
Figure 8: Fossil quarry of Roland Poschl at Muhlheim where the group could
indeed plants which reached the
collect (photo Gary Eisenhauer)
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very steep bedding), i.e. the debris on the
ocean slopes as a result of storms hitting
the reefs. The debris would have
accumulated in deep water below the CCD
as indicated by the calcite bivalves that
can be seen, since the aragonitic corals
would have dissolved. These sponge reefs
separate the low lying land of the
Bohemian Massif from the lagoons. The
fact that dinosaurs are actually rarer than
Archaeopteryx in the Solnhofen limestone,
suggests there were no large land areas.
Next it was off to the Eichstätt Museum,
housed in an old monastery, and set
dramatically overlooking the town and
Altmühl River. But first we had a quick
stop to see the quarry where ‘The London
Archaeopteryx Specimen’ was found. This
quarry is still actively producing tiles
today.
The Eichstätt museum began due to the
Figure 9: Interpretation panel explaining the Solnhofen sponge reef
Monks who collected fossils from the
quarrymen at Blumenberg, which in turn
fragment of fish, but no Arhaeopteryx or at least none which formed the basis for the Jura Museum. The curator Gunter
anyone owned up to. For lunch we had delivered a schnitzel Veil worked with the amateur collectors to put the museum
in a bun which with a cold beer from Roland's shop was on the map; and in 1984 a conference on Archaeopteryx was
delicious.
held and a book published. This museum, like the others we
Day 5 Solnhofen Limestone Day (Neuberg a.d. Donau had visited on previous days, contained another display of
and Eichstätt)
amazingly preserved fossils. Notwithstanding, its own prized
The last day in the field began with a damp start and Archaeoteryx specimen which they are of course very proud
distant thunderstorms, but it was time to get up close and of!
personal for a second time with the Solnhofen Limestone, the
The museum also houses the even rarer Juravenita, the
world famous deposit that has provided Archaeopteryx only specimen of a complete theropod from the Solnhofen
among other exquisitely preserved fossils. I personally think limestone. Again the specimens were prepared to levels that
of the Solnhofen limestone as a kind of mecca for fossil one can only wonder and admire as to the skill, dexterity and
enthusiasts although I’m sure others could argue for patience of the preparator. One of my personal favourites was
alternative sites. However, ever since taking up geology and a fish showing pigment change and patterning, including the
reading ‘Bones of Contention’ (written by Paul Chambers, variation between a darker top side and a lighter bottom side,
with whom I studied an MSc in Micropaleontology) the seed similar to what we see in many fish today. The museum
was sown in the Solnhofen limestone ‘so to speak’, and here specimens are exhibited taxonomically but also with a
we were.
palaeoecological and biostratinomy emphasis. Biostratinomy
The first stop of the day was made at Neuberg a.d. Donau being the processes that take place after an organism dies
for the Laisacker geotope. This site is both a
biological and geological nature reserve, and serves
to develop the model of the plattenkalk. South from
here comprises the distant Molasse basin, full of
Tertiary sediments derived from the rising
mountains. While to the north there is Late Jurassic
strata of the plattenkalk. At this locality, we are
observing a shelf sea environment above the
carbonate compensation depth (CCD), compared to
the deep ocean which existed away to the south.
Between the layers of plattenkalk, there are massive
limestones with bedding of a few metres thickness
to no bedding at all. These comprise sponge algal
reefs or build-ups growing below the photic zone on
the continental margin. These reefs grow up as the
continent sinks, and develop as patches with
carbonate sediments flushed in and around the
sponge reefs. There are no corals here because we
are below the photic zone. This site also contains a
Breccia limestone which is not a fault breccia but a
fossilised, submarine talus slope (recognised by its
Figure 10: Fossil Fish with patterning
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but before its final burial. This emphasis was further
illustrated, through the juxtaposition of aquariums alongside
the fossil exhibits, perfectly illustrating the links between past
and present through the live and fossil fish and corals,
thereby helping the understanding and educational benefits,
and putting the fossils into a life perspective through the use
of modern relatives. Equally so, the combination of modern
bird displays and video (including a mechanical display of the
physics of flight) alongside the Archaeopteryx, again sets this
remarkable fossil into context and helps the understanding of
this specimen. Similar displays involved various insects,
where fossil and modern were displayed alongside. But it is
not just the physical fossils to be marvelled at in this
museum, but the amazing trace fossils too. The marks of a
‘rolling ammonite’ (not continuous of course because an
ammonite is not perfectly circular), or those specimens where
you follow the fossil trackway only to find the preserved
remains of the actual organism that made the track at its
termination. Such examples included those of shrimps and

pterodactyl and coelacanth. The far wall of the quarry shows
a series of horizontal, laminated beds at the top and base
with a 2.5m thick folded sequence in between. This is actually
folded plattenkalk, interpreted as a slumped horizon that slid
down before further deposition occurred on top of it.
Therefore, we are seeing a palaeoslope, and as a result Dave
Martell thinks we are looking at carbonate turbidites on a
slope!
At last, it was time to start splitting layers and go search
for fossils. People rapidly dispersed and various approaches
were undertaken. Some found themselves a spot, stuck to it
and excavated layer after layer, creating a growing pile of
scree behind them. Others took to scouring the site,
searching the scree and splitting sizeable slabs or simply
turning over abandoned material. The combined results of
our various excavations, resulted in the following group finds:
generally small ammonites, although one of 6 to 7cm
diameter was observed in a larger block
common Saccocoma tenella (Goldfuss 1831), the free

Figure 11: Shrimp with trail
horse shoe crab. Another exhibit shows the death trails of a
fish, the tail marks and impressions together with a disrupted
algal mat around the rim. This specimen also illustrates that
as the fish decayed, its thorax exploded shattering bones but
leaving the skull and tail intact. The algal mat grew again and
preserved this specimen.
These exhibits only sought to build up the anticipation and
excitement for the afternoon activities, and after lunch we
headed for Schernfeld village (passing model Archaeopteryx
statues on the bridge parapets of a river crossing) and the
fossiliferous quarry behind the sports grounds, where we
were all eager to start splitting slabs. But first some
background. The plattenkalk splits very easily into thin layers
and is used as wall and floor tiles. Its fine-grained,
homogeneous nature also made it ideal for lithography and
the scientific name Archaeopteryx lithographica is derived
from this process of using the limestone for printing (or
lithography). There is still a valuable store of material left to
be worked from this quarry, but after the recession there is
now no market for the product. The fossils previously
recorded from this site have included shrimps, fish, small and
the free-swimming crinoid Saccocoma, (5-armed, but each
split so it appears to be 10-armed), not to mention a

swimming crinoid and most common species found in the
Solnhofen lithographic limestone
common coprolites
very common and nice iron and manganese dendrites
with their intricate patterns!
a small c.2cm fish
a fish tail
a rare shrimp
So it was that time ran out and the next Archaeopteryx or
Pterodactyl remained elusive and would be saved for another
occasion. If only we had more time…..that next split slab……
.. but the geology, was not over as we were able to observe
the massive sponge reefs from the comfort of the bus on the
return journey along the Altmühl valley.
Postscript by Diana Clements
The GA trip to the Lagerstätten of Southern Germany was
a marvellous trip and we were very privileged to be able to
collect fossils in nearly all of the quarries we visited. Our
thanks to Dave Martill for his expert guidance and to all the
quarry owners who made this possible.
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Geologists’ Association
Geology Photographic Competition 2016

1st Prize (£100): Wave cut platform; Birling Gap - Graham Bull

2nd Prize (£50): Desiccation cracks; Ohio - Hugh Downer

3rd Prize (£25): The Twelve Apostles; Australia - Malcolm Nugent (See Front
Cover)
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Curry Fund Report

The September meeting of the Curry Fund received eight
new applications and made decisions on a number of matters
arising from previous meetings. Of the new applications, six
were awarded grants and two were deferred pending
supplementary information.
Peter Kennett on behalf of Earth Learning Idea (www.
earthlearningidea.com) requested £420 towards its website
management for 3 years. This was agreed, but the applicant
was informed it will be the last time Curry Fund would be able
to award a grant and suggested that alternative support be
sought. Adam Edwards, on behalf of the National Trust,
requested £3,000 towards producing a replica Ichthyosaur
skull. The original fossil skull from the Geological Gallery at
Biddulph Grange, a Trust property in Staffordshire, has been
restored by conservator Nigel Larkin who will also produce
the replica of it to be sited in the (eventually) restored
Geological Gallery there. Our decision was deferred pending
further information from the applicant. Grant Cole, a post
graduate Earth science student at the University of Plymouth,
requested £584 towards their 2016 postgraduate student
conference. He was awarded a grant of £584, but informed
that a similar application previously had been agreed and the
award never claimed! Mr Cole has been put in touch with
convenors of forthcoming GA student conference in May 2017
and it is hoped that he and colleagues will be able to attend.
An application by Rebecca Wragg Sykes on behalf of
Trowelblazers for a grant of £3,000 towards the cost of its
project, ‘Raising Horizons: 200 years of trowelblazing women
in the geosciences’ was awarded a grant of £2,000. Part of
this project will see an exhibition at Burlington House
sometime during early 2017. The Friends of Troopers Hill via
Susan Acton Campbell, requested £1380.50 for a geology
interpretation board at the site. This was agreed subject to

By Susan Brown
our normal conditions i.e. sight of draft prior to publication
and Curry Fund acknowledgement and logo on all things
related to the project. The Essex Rock and Mineral Society,
requested £1000 towards the cost of producing a pebble
poster/leaflet. It was agreed to support this with a grant of
£1,000 provided clarification from applicants is given that the
leaflet will not be sold and that the publication will be subject
to our normal conditions as noted above. A decision was
deferred on the application from Dr Derek Gobbett for a grant
of £2,400 towards redrafting maps for inclusion in his
proposed ‘Geomorphological Atlas of the Yorkshire Wolds’
pending supplementary information, including the intended
audience, indication of support by PLACE (The People,
Landscape and Cultural Environment Education Research
Centre) for publication of the Atlas and how it will be used
and whether it will be sold. Alan Harrison requested £360 for
the publication of his booklet ‘Field Guide to the Forest of
Bowland Fells’ which is to be distributed free of charge by
local libraries to walkers in the area. Alan Holiday, David Bone
and Haydon Bailey agreed to comment and edit the text
where necessary and the grant was agreed subject to this.
From Matters Arising: the secretary of the Charnia
Research Group notified the Committee that the
circumstances of the application made to it last year have
changed significantly and asked how best to proceed. The
Committee agreed to close the original application and
advised the Group to make a new application when
appropriate. The Committee’s request to Bristol Museum and
Art Gallery received a very satisfactory response, so the grant
of £3,000 was awarded.

curryfund@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Rockwatch News

What a busy summer field trip season it’s been for
Rockwatch, the junior club of the Geologists’ Association,
during the late summer/early autumn.
Our annual residential course to the Jurassic World Heritage
Coast of Dorset and East Devon, was very successful with one
of the biggest groups we’ve had. Some 40% of the group
were aged between 16-18years which was so helpful for the
younger members. Our theme was broadly-based
geoconservation so we explored some of Dorset’s Important
Geological sites on the Isle of Purbeck; helped NHM
colleagues record fossil abundance and diversity in the Blue
Lias in Lyme Regis; investigated a number of different
depositional environments and did some simple geological
mapping around Swanage. Our evenings were busy, too, with
geocaching in torrential rain on our first evening; geology and
art; exploring models of depositional environments and
volcanoes and island arcs. Our free evening enabled us to

By Susan Brown
enjoy fireworks at Swanage Annual Festival from the comfort
of Leeson House drive! The residential course really is a
marvellous opportunity for the children to meet others with
similar interests, to make friends and to learn lots of geology
in the field - what more could we ask? And, this year, in
addition it gave the older members a great opportunity to
mentor the younger ones.
We spent a very good day at the Somerset Earth Science
Centre doing lab.-based experiments in the morning. We tried
predicting when a volcano might explode using party poppers
– great fun and as hugely variable in the laboratory as it is in
the field! We made our own rocks, seeing how sediments
could be stuck together using a range of different ‘cements’
and then tested the strength of the resulting rocks. Lots of
opportunities for discussion of geological processes with
these experiments. In the main the experiments were from
the Earth Learning Idea website:
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our keen-eyed young Rockwatchers
and this year they found some
amazing trilobites as well as
brachiopods, corals, crinoids and
bivalves and were delighted with
their finds. Our thanks go to
members of the ‘Champions’ and
H&WEHT for their help with the day.
Another first for RW this year was
a visit to Horn Park Quarry SSSI and
nearby Coombe Quarry in Somerset
with Bob Chandler. We have been to
Horn Park previously but never with
Bob and of course, many of those on
this field trip had not been there
before. It is a marvellous site and
we were lucky to have a sunny day
so the fossils shone in all their glory!
Coombe Quarry is a small private
quarry and the farmer was brilliant
with his digger at exposing new
areas for the group to explore.
There
were
some
wonderful,
smallish blocks of Oolitic Limestone
Figure 1: Sorting fossil finds at Frodingham
full of a range of fossils including
www.earthlearningidea.com) an excellent teaching ammonites, belemnites, bivalves and gastropods and, with
resource for the Earth sciences. After a picnic lunch we Bob’s expert knowledge of these sediments, everyone was
headed off to Tedbury Camp to find the famous de la Beche sure that their finds were correctly identified. Our final field
unconformity, to walk on a now exposed Jurassic seafloor and trip of this season was to a farmer’s field near Chedworth in
hoping to find some Jurassic fossils. It was an excellent day Gloucestershire, a Jurassic seaside visit! These Inferior Oolitic
full of exciting geology.
sediments, some 175-165 million years old yielded lots of
A first for Rockwatch was a visit to explore the Frodingham fossils though not necessarily in tip-top condition; the finds
Ironstone in Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire and a first Rockwatch included Clypeus ploti, Trigonia, Gryphea, Pholadomya,
trip for Paul Hildreth, which he survived unscathed and a brachiopods, bivalves and gastropods and a Nautilus (well
welcome return to Michael Oates as assistant leader after done Jack!), a rare find indeed from these fields! A good haul
many years working abroad. We met at Scunthorpe Museum and everyone was delighted with their finds.
and had a quick geo-tour
round its external building
stones, leaving a tour inside
until later when it was open
and headed off to Conesby
Quarry, a disused quarry of
the
Lower
Jurassic
Frodingham Ironstone. The
children and their parents
found lots of fossils including
bivalves,
ammonites,
belemnites and brachiopods
and went home very happy
with their finds.
The return trip to Whitman’s
Quarry,
a
Community
Conservation Champions site
was a great success. This
quarry is one of 19 geological
sites across Herefordshire and
Worcestershire
involving
volunteers in its maintenance
and is leased by Herefordshire
and Worcestershire Earth
Heritage Trust (H&WEHT). Its
Silurian sediments willingly
yielded up its buried fossils to
Figure 2: Whitman's Hill Quarry Trilobite
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Our autumn season of activities
continued with a visit to two classes of
Y3 children at an Essex primary school
which delighted the children as most had
never had the opportunity to actually
handle real fossils before. They were
very excited at the visit and full of
questions,
and
amazingly
knowledgeable about rocks. We spent a
day in Sidmouth for its Science Week
(which coincided with Earth Science
Week) running activities for the public.
We had lots of visitors and it was very
interesting to catch up with some Y12
and 13 students who I had met last year
and some of whom are planning to read
geology at university next year. We’ve
done the judging for Rockstar 2016 and
await the winners’ day ceremony with
the competition sponsor Anglo American
group Foundation, which I will report on
in the next issue, along with our
activities at the Dino Day in Barnes and
Figure 3: Andrey's Clypeus ploti at Chedworth
the Festival of Geology, as these events
take place shortly after this issue has
our public events. We simply could not put on such an
gone to press.
interesting, varied and very full programme without your
As ever, we are greatly indebted to all the people who so help. Thank you all and I look forward to working with you
willingly give up their time to help with our field visits and at next year.

Figure 4: Jack’s nautilus find at Chedworth
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RockStar 2016 Competition, Rockwriter winner: Birth and Death on Earth:
How Fossils can Bring Deep Time to Life

By: Laura Cooper
I am standing in the Marine Reptiles
Gallery of the Natural History Museum
in London, passing the sparse visitors
here on a mild summer morning just
before the onslaught of the summer
holidays. The gallery feels more like
the corridor of a great castle; narrow,
with light let in only through the
skylights. The walls are lined floor to
ceiling by great slabs of rock
displayed in wooden frames like
pieces of art. Within the frames are
the main attractions, the delicate
bones safely nestled into their
substrates. Most visitors stop by the
colossal pliosaur, Rhomaleosaurus
cramptoni which fills the entire height
of the wall, moving on when they
realise it is a cast - feeling cheated,
looking for dinosaurs. However, I am
here with one goal in mind. I am here to see a fossil, but one
which does not conjure up the dryness and obsolescence
commonly associated with the term “fossil”. To me, this fossil
perfectly encapsulates the vivacity of life on Earth throughout
the eras of geological time; birth, life and death, all lain out
in the rock like a tableau.
I find my fossil. It feels like encountering a crime scene, so
bristling with life so recently spent it feels. The fossil is
nestled in amongst the other Ichthyosaurs, all curved ribs
and sharp beaks with a dark outline of the soft-tissue remains
making them look like uncanny dolphins. The fossil is too high
to be comfortably in my eye-line, I have to strain on tip-toe
to see it properly. She is of the species Stenopterygius
quadriscissus and hails from the Jurassic Period. She is an
imposing creature, an elegant nose, eyes like saucers,
clumsy-looking paddles and a downwards-kinking tail which
once held up her vertical flukes. I use the pronoun “she” as
this Stenopterygius is evidently female as it died whilst
pregnant with six embryos. I see the vertebrae of five
scattered beneath the ribcage like seeds scattered through
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the grass. The delicate body of the
sixth embryo is nearly perfectly
preserved, a wide eyed slip of a
thing. The embryo was emerging
from the body of its mother tail first,
nearly free save the tip of its nose,
when it was frozen in time. Though it
looks like she was turned to stone by
a Gorgon whilst in the act of
delivering the first of her litter, this is
not how fossilization works. I talk to
a gallery attendant who suggests it is
likely that she died whilst heavily
pregnant then sunk into the mud on
the sea floor and became buried by
the sediment. There her decaying
body bloated with gas until one likely
dead embryo became forced out of
the body by the same route that it
would have been delivered had the
mother survived. In Macbeth, the nobleman Ross is referring
to Scotland when he says “It cannot/ Be called our mother,
but our grave”, but this quote is equally applicable to our
Stenopterygius as to a motherland ruled by a tyrant king. For
these c.180 million year old embryos, their mother should
have protected them in the womb until they emerged flukes
first and wriggling into the brine, but instead her dead body
sealed them in a muddy grave.
Though the details of the taphonomic processes, which
lead to this specimen being fossilized are grisly, its viscerality
is precisely what attracts me to the specimen. When you
become familiar with geological time, it is easy to overlook
what 180 million years means in terms of the life times of the
organisms that lived through it. Though I know my facts
about the history of life on Earth, seeing a specimen both so
old and so clearly to have once powered its way through the
seas brings to me vividly the deep history of life on Earth. It
does not feel like a scene which occurred far back in the fog
of time in an alien sea. It feels fresh, like I can smell the salt
and the mud. I stand there, a being as alive as the

Figure 1: A Stenopterygius quadriscissus mother and six embroys. Image Source:
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v461/n7262/images/nature08350-f3.2.jpg
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delicate tissues would be
damaged by the sudden first
intake of breath a live-born
offspring takes. Chicks, and
likely dinosaur offspring,
take small breaths whilst in
the egg to inflate the lungs
so the first breath of fresh
air does not cause damage,
so
have
retained
the
ancestral condition of egglaying. This example shows
how knowledge of the ways
of life of long extinct animals
leads you to questions why
living animals might behave
as they do and how it could
have evolved.
The
study
of
fossil
embryos gives us a window
into the lives of long extinct
creatures,
especially
important for the non-avian
dinosaurs whose life cycles
cannot be observed directly.
For example, it has been
Figure 2: Maiasaur Nest Reconstruction. Source:
suggested
that
the
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maiasaura_Nest_Model.001_hadrosaur
Maiasaura
_Natural_History_Museum_of_London.JPG
(literally
“good
mother
lizards”) incubated its eggs
Stenopterygius once was and I feel a link, through this fossil,
using heat from the rotting vegetation carefully piled upon
to all life that has crawled, wriggled, swam and walked since
the nest by the parents. The wide eyed, round-faced helpless
life began. Looking at this fossil, I appreciate that I and this
hatchlings likely looked this way to attract the parent with
specimen are both children of the Last Universal Common
their “cuteness” and so were well looked after in their earliest
Ancestor (LUCA). One of us of a lineage doomed by chance
weeks. This information has all been inferred from the
disasters and the wiliness of rivals to extinct, the other's
discovery of fossilized nests and hatchlings, showing that
ancestors scurried through the ashes of the KT disaster. By
with a careful study of superficially dry and static fossil
looking at this Stenopterygius quadriscissus specimen, I
remains we can uncover the secrets of lives lived so long ago.
begin to appreciate the wonder that life has ever managed to
As I live far from London my visits to Stenopterygius and
arise from the Earth's mud and water in a direct and
her
museum are rare, so when I do get to see her at last I
emotional way which I could not get by studying the
stand
there for a good fifteen minutes studying the fossil. I
molecules of life alone.
imagine that Jurassic sea, teeming with life forms which had
As well as conveying the deep history of life, fossil embryos
all found ways of meeting the challenges of existing which will
are fascinating specimens to analyze, which feeds into a more
never be seen in quite the same form again. I feel the weight
comprehensive understanding of life on Earth. In Embryos in
of deep time, generations cycling over and over throwing out
Deep Time, Marcelo Sánchez details how considering the
new forms of life in a riot of creativity. I marvel at how we
fossil record of embryos can lead to an understanding of how
hairless apes can even try to wrap our minds around this. I,
the vitally important stages of embryonic development has
silly monkey that I am, smile like a fool and cry tears of bliss,
evolved. Changes to embryonic development is where
so grateful and awed at being able to appreciate even slightly
changes to many of an organism's genes are translated into
the wonder of life, the Earth and time.
changes in the bodies of the next generation, forming the
variation which is the raw material of evolution. The fossil
record provides a much wider range of this variation over a
much longer period of time than a biologist looking at mutant
Sources:
flies in a lab ever could muster. As Sánchez describes, looking
at specimens such as my favoured Stenopterygius leads you
Embryos in Deep Time: The Rock Record of Biological
to conclude that ichthyosaurs and many other extinct marine Development by Marcelo Sánchez
reptiles gave birth to live young, known as viviparity. This
Nest of juveniles provides evidence of family structure
leads you to question why dinosaurs (including birds) kept among dinosaurs. John R. Horner and Robert Makela. Nature.
laying eggs, whilst many other reptiles and mammals evolved (1979)
viviparity. The most persuasive selective pressure for the
Egg clutches and embryos of two Hadrosaurian dinosaurs.
maintenance of egg laying in birds that Sanchez presents
Jack Horner. Journal of Vertebrate Palaeontology. (1999)
comes down to birds' extensively folded lung tissue which is
needed to provide oxygen fast enough for flight. These
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